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1. “Kelly’s / Old Cabin / Bitters / Patented / 1863” Figural Bitters Bottle,
America, 1863-1880. Rectangular log cabin form, bright golden amber
with an olive tone, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht.
9 1/4 inches; (one side panel has two 1/4 inch open surface bubbles, light
exterior high point wear).
R/H #K-21 An eye appealing example with bold embossing and
numerous bubbles. Generally fine condition.
$1500-3000
2. “Professor / Geo. J. Byrne / New York” - “The / Great / Universal /
Compound / Stomach / Bitters / Patented / 1870” Figural Bitters Bottle,
America, 1870-1880. Square tall modified cabin form with roped corners
and overall ornate embossing, bright yellowish amber, tooled sloping
collared mouth with ring - smooth base with five pointed star, ht. 10 3/4
inches; (pinpoint manufacturing roughness on one corner of base).
R/H #B-280 A crisp, clean example with wonderful embossing. Fine
condition.
$2000-4000

2

4

3. “ST / Drake’s / 1860 / Plantation / X / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America,
1862-1880. Square tall log cabin form, 6 logs, golden yellow with an olive
tone, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 10 1/8 inches.
R/H #D-108 Bright with an extra long neck. Fine condition. $500-1000
4. “Dr. Bishop’s / Wa-Hoo / Bitters / Wa-Hoo Bitter Co / New Haven
Conn” Figural Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Rectangular tall
modified cabin form, bright yellow amber, applied square collared
mouth - smooth base, ht. 10 1/8 inches; (patchy interior haze).
R/H #B-103 A scarce bottle with a wonderful exterior surface. Fine
condition.
$500-1000

5

5. “John / Moffat / New York / Phoenix / Bitters / Price $ 1,00” Bottle,
America, 1840-1860. Rectangular with beveled corners, yellowish olive
green, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 5/8 inches.
R/H #M-112 A crude example with numerous bubbles and glass
impurities. Fine condition.
$600-1200

6

6. “National / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1867-1880. In the form
of an ear of corn, medium yellowish amber, applied sloping collared
mouth with ring - smooth base embossed “Patent / 1867”, ht. 12 1/8 inches.
R/H #N-8 A bright, clean example of this bottle collecting classic. Fine
condition.
$300-600

7

7. “Curtis / Cordial / Calisaya / The Great / Stomach / Bitters / 1866
CCC 1900” Figural Bitters Bottle, America, 1866-1880. Cylindrical with
paneled shoulders, brilliant yellowish olive green, applied mouth with
ring - smooth base, ht. 11 1/2 inches; (several areas of minor roughness
on edge of mouth, the largest being 3/16 inch, tiny potstone near base
has a 3/16 inch loss of surface glass).
R/H #C-261 A scarce bottle from Bridgeport, Connecticut. Bold
embossing and a beautiful color and form.
$800-1600

8

8. “Dr. A.S. Hopkins / Union Stomach Bitters / Hartford Conn” Bitters
Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Square with beveled corners, bright orange
amber, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 5/8 inches;
(3/16 inch open bubble on edge of base).
R/H #H-180 With the exception of the open bubble this is a pristine
example.
$200-400
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9. “Dr. J. Hostetter’s / Stomach Bitter’s” Bottle, Wm. McCully &
Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1860-1880. Square with beveled
corners, medium smoky topaz, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth
base embossed “W. McC & Co Pitts / 5”, ht. 9 1/8 inches.
Similar to R/H #H-195 We can’t recall seeing another example with
the apostrophe in the word “Bitter’s”. Beautiful and unusual color. Fine
condition.
$400-800

10

10. “Old / Homestead / Wild Cherry / Bitters / Patent” Figural Bitters
Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Square tall log cabin form, golden honey
amber, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 5/8 inches.
R/H #O-37 A bright, clean example of this classic figural bitters bottle.
Fine condition.
$400-800

11

11. “Romaine’s / Crimean / Bitters / Patent 1863 / Crimean Bitters”
Figural Bottle, America, 1863-1880. Square modified cabin form with
columned corners, medium amber, applied sloping collared mouth smooth base, ht. 10 1/8 inches; (shallow 1/8 inch flake on edge of base,
1/4 inch surface bruise on edge of base, this edge has been polished).
R/H #R-87 A very rare mold in generally fine condition.
$350-700

12

12. “Dr. C.W. Robacks / Stomach Bitters / Cincinnati. O” Figural Bitters
Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Barrel form, yellow amber with an olive tone,
applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/8 inches; (pinpoint
flake on edge of mouth).
R/H #R-75 This bright example has numerous bubbles and bold
embossing. Generally fine condition.
$400-800

13

13. “Warner’s / Safe / Tonic Bitters / (Motif Of Safe) / Rochester, N.Y.”
Bitters Bottle, America, 1870-1890. Oval, medium amber, tooled double
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 7 1/2 inches.
R/H #W-39 A scarce bottle with a detailed mold impression. Fine
condition.
$500-1000

14

14. “Dr. H. Kelsey / Lowell Mass” Label Only Bitters Bottle, America,
1860-1880. Oval, aquamarine, tooled square collared mouth - smooth
base, ht. 6 3/8 inches; (minor wear to label).
R/H #W-121 Label reads in part “Dr. Williams’ / Vegetable Jaundice
Bitters. / Dr. H. Kelsey, Lowell, Mass. / Price, 38 Cents.”. Retains 2 cent
tax stamp on base. Fine condition.
$100-200

15

15. “Hall’s / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Barrel form,
bright copper puce, applied square collared mouth - smooth base, ht.
9 3/8 inches.
R/H #H-9 As far as color, condition and crudity go, this one would be
hard to beat. Rare. Fine condition.
$2500-5000
16. McKeever’s Army Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1880. In
the form of a drum with stacked cannon balls, medium amber, applied
sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 10 1/4 inches; (just a hint of
light exterior high point wear).
R/H #M-58 A popular Civil War era figural bitters bottle. Rare. Fine
condition.
$3000-6000
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17

17. “Old Sachem / Bitters / And / Wigwam Tonic” Figural Bitters Bottle,
America, 1860-1880. Barrel form, medium tobacco amber, applied square
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 3/8 inches; (light washable content
residue).
R/H #O-46 A crude example with numerous small bubbles. Fine
condition.
$300-600

18

18. “Bourbon Whiskey / Bitters.” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1880.
Barrel form, rich apricot puce, applied square collared mouth - smooth
base, ht. 9 1/4 inches; (pinpoint roughness on edge of mouth).
R/H #B-171 A crisp, clean example in a pleasing color. Generally fine
condition.
$300-600

19

19. “Greeley’s / Bourbon Whiskey / Bitters. / Greeley’s” Figural Bottle,
America, 1860-1880. Barrel form, medium strawberry puce, applied
square collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 3/8 inches.
R/H #G-102 This one has a highly whittled surface and beautiful puce
color. Fine condition.
$350-700

20

20. “Greeley’s Bourbon / Bitters.” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1880.
Barrel form, smoky yellowish rootbeer amber, applied square collared
mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/8 inches.
R/H #G-101 Bold embossing and an unusual color which stands out in
a color run. Fine condition.
$400-800

21

21. “Brown’s / Celebrated / Indian Herb Bitters” Figural Bottle,
America, 1868-1880. In the form of an Indian maiden, medium yellowish
amber, inward rolled mouth - smooth base, ht. 12 1/4 inches; (1/2 inch
area of roughness on inner edge of mouth).
R/H #B-226 A bright color and a strong mold impression make this an
eye appealing example. Generally fine condition.
$300-600

22

22. “National / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1867-1880. In the form of
an ear of corn, medium orange amber, applied mouth with ring - smooth
base embossed “Patent / 1867”, ht. 12 5/8 inches; (pinpoint flake on edge
of mouth, 1/16 inch flake on ring of mouth).
R/H #N-8 Bold embossing, a bright color and a longer neck than usual
make this one stand out from the rest.
$300-600

23

23. Figural Bitters Type Bottle, probably America, 1900-1930. In the form
of an Indian maiden, colorless with a yellowish vaseline hue, machined
square collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 13 inches.
Similar in form to R/H #B-223 Although a later bottle, this one has all
the eye appeal of the earlier examples. Beautiful color. Fine condition. 		
$200-400

24

24. “Red Jacket / Bitters” - “Bennett Pieters & Co” Bitters Bottle,
Adams and Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1861-1880. Square
with beveled corners, medium amber, applied sloping collared mouth smooth base embossed “A & Co / No 4”, ht. 9 3/8 inches; (light exterior
high point wear).
R/H #R-19 A rare bottle with peened out embossing on the two
unembossed panels. Fine condition.
$200-400
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25. “C.K. Wilson’s / Original / Wa-Hoo-Bitters” Label Only Bitters
Bottle, America, 1870-1890. Rectangular with rounded corners, light to
medium cobalt blue, tooled flared mouth - smooth base, ht. 7 5/8 inches;
(minor loss and wear to label).
This bottle is referenced on pg. 101 and pg. 103 in “Indian Bottles And
Brands” by John Odell Retains 90% of original wrap around label which
reads in part “Manufactured By / Old Indian Medicine Co. / Toledo,
Ohio” Bottle is in fine condition.
$200-400

26

26. “Baker’s / Orange Grove / Bitters” Bottle, America, 1860-1870. Square
with roped corners, medium golden amber shading to a yellowish amber
in the shoulder area, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht.
9 5/8 inches; (just a hint of exterior high point wear).
R/H #B-9 A wonderful example with attractive shading of color and
bold embossing. Fine condition.
$400-800

27

28
27. “National / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1867-1880. In the form
of an ear of corn, bright orange amber, applied sloping collared mouth
with ring - smooth base embossed “Patent / 1867”, ht. 12 5/8 inches; (light
washable interior content residue).
R/H #N-8 A classic figural bitters bottle with bold embossing and an
attractive bright color. Fine condition.
$400-800
28. “Dr. / Manly Hardy’s / Genuine / Jaundice / Bitters / Bangor ME.”
Bitters Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Rectangular with wide beveled
corners, aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - tubular pontil
scar, ht. 7 1/8 inches; (3/16 inch flake on edge of base, 1/8 inch flake on
edge of front panel).
R/H #H-35 A scarce bottle with bold embossing and beautiful glass
clarity.
$200-400

29

29. “West India / Stomach Bitters” - “St. Louis Mo.” Bitters Bottle,
America, 1860-1880. Square with beveled corners, bright yellow amber,
applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base embossed “WIMCo”, ht.
8 5/8 inches.
R/H #W-79 A crisp, clean example with numerous small bubbles. Fine
condition.
$200-400

30

30. “Dr. A.S. Hopkins / Union Stomach Bitters / F.S. Amidon, Sole
Prop. / Hartford, Conn. U.S.A.” Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.
Square with beveled corners, brilliant orange amber, tooled sloping
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/2 inches.
R/H #H-182 A bright beauty in fine condition.
$150-300

31

31. “ST / Drake’s / 1860 / Plantation / X / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America,
1860-1880. Square tall log cabin form, 4 logs, bright golden amber, applied
sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 10 1/4 inches.
R/H #D-110 Beautiful “see through” glass from top to bottom. Bold
embossing. Fine condition.
$250-500
32. “ST / Drake’s / 1860 / Plantation / X / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America,
1860-1880. Square tall log cabin form, 4 logs, rich orange amber, applied
sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 7/8 inches; (just a hint of wear
on edge of roof).
R/H #D-105 A crude example with swirls of impurities and large
bubbles. Fine condition.
$200-400
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33

33. “ST / Drake’s / 1860 / Plantation / X / Bitters” Figural Bottle,
America, 1860-1880. Square tall log cabin form, 6 logs, medium yellowish
amber, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 3/4 inches;
(professionally cleaned with remaining wear marks and light interior
haze).
R/H #D-108 A classic American figural bitters bottle. Generally fine
condition.
$200-400

34

34. “ST / Drake’s / 1860 / Plantation / X / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America,
1860-1880. Square tall log cabin form, 6 logs, medium tobacco amber,
applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 5/8 inches; (interior
washable content residue).
R/H #D-108 This bottle has a somewhat “off” color and a crude exterior
surface. Fine condition.
$200-400

35

35. “Kimball’s / Jaundice / Bitters / Troy. N.H.” Bottle, a Stoddard
glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860. Rectangular with
beveled corners, bright golden amber, applied sloping collared mouth iron pontil mark, ht. 6 7/8 inches.
R/H #K-42 A pristine example with bright, clean glass and bold
embossing. Fine condition.
$600-1200

36

36. “Dr. Stephen Jewett’s / Celebrated Health / Restoring Bitters /
Rindge, N.H.” Bitters Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New
Hampshire, 1846-1860. Rectangular with wide beveled corners, brilliant
yellow amber, applied square collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4 inches;
(three pinpoint flakes on edge of mouth).
R/H #J-37 A wonderful example with a strong mold impression,
beautiful bright glass and no wear. Generally fine condition.
$2500-5000

37

37. “Hall’s / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Barrel form,
bright orange amber, applied square collared mouth - smooth base, ht.
9 1/8 inches; (light washable interior content residue).
R/H #H-10 A bright example in fine condition.
$200-400

38

38. “Browns / Celebrated / Indian Herb Bitters” Figural Bottle, America,
1868-1880. In the form of an Indian maiden, medium amber with some
yellow tones, inward folded mouth - smooth base, ht. 12 1/2 inches; (1/8
inch flake and 1/2 inch area of roughness on top edge of mouth).
R/H #B-226 A clean and well embossed figural bitters bottle. Generally
fine condition.
$300-600

39

39. “Drake’s / Plantation / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1880.
Square tall log cabin form, 6 logs, deep reddish puce, applied sloping
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 7/8 inches; (light exterior high point
wear).
R/H #D-102 A heavy bottle in a beautiful rich color with attractive
whittle. This is commonly known as the “Arabesque” variant. Fine
condition.
$400-800

40

40. “Feder’s / Fountain / Of Health / Bitters. / Oshkosh. Wis-” Bitters
Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Square with beveled corners, medium
amber, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/2 inches;
(flat 1/8 inch flake from top edge of mouth, light exterior wear, stain and
scratches).
Unlisted It’s not too often that you come across a completely unlisted
bitters bottle. Bold embossing and crude wavy panels. Generally fine
condition.
$1000-2000
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43

41. “Landsberg’s / “Century” / Bitters / A. Heller & Bro. / New York”
Bitters Bottle, America, 1882-1890. Square with corrugated corners,
brilliant yellow amber shading to almost pure yellow in the neck
and corners, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base
embossed “Pat”, ht. 10 7/8 inches.
R/H #L-15 One of the more elaborately embossed and attractive bitters
bottles. This very rare bottle has a strong mold impression and an
exceptionally beautiful and bright color. Fine condition.
$3000-6000
42. “Doyle / Hop / Bitters / 1872 / (Leaves And Hops)” Bitters Bottle,
America, 1860-1880. Rectangular with rounded corners and indented
panels, brilliant olive yellow, applied sloping collared mouth with ring smooth base, ht. 9 3/4 inches.
R/H #D-93 Here’s a Doyles that stands out from the rest! Not only does
this have a rare spectacular color but lots of bubbles and crudity are not
often seen on these bottles. Fine condition.
$300-600

42

44

43. “E. Baker’s / Premium / Bitters / Richmond. Va.” Bottle, America,
1840-1860. Oval form, aquamarine with olive green striations in the neck
and shoulder, applied square collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 1/4 inches.
R/H #B-10.2 A rare bottle with bold embossing and scattered small
bubbles. Fine condition.
$200-400
44. “Brown’s Castilian” Figural Bitters Type Bottle, America, 1860-1880.
Schoolbell form, bright yellow amber, applied heavy collared mouth smooth base, ht. 10 3/4 inches; (two chips on edge of mouth, the largest
being 1/2 inch).
R/H pg. 120
This attractive figural bottle is from Baltimore,
Maryland.
$200-400

45

45. Eagle - Anchor And “New London / Glass Works” Historical
Flask, New London Glass Works, New London, Connecticut, 1856-1866.
Medium bluish aquamarine, applied mouth with ring - smooth base, half
pint; (light exterior scratches to left and right of Eagle).
GII-67 A bright example with bold embossing and a beautiful color.
Generally fine condition.
$250-500

46

46. Eagle - Anchor And “New London / Glass Works” Historical
Flask, New London Glass Works, New London, Connecticut, 1856-1866.
Aquamarine, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, half pint;
(light interior haze).
GII-67 A bold example with a longer neck than usual. Fine condition.
$250-500

47

47. Eagle - Anchor And “New London / Glass Works” Historical Flask,
New London Glass Works, New London, Connecticut, 1856-1866. Light
bluish green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (1/16 inch flake on edge
of base).
GII-68 A beautiful example with a strong mold impression, highly
whittled glass and a wear free exterior surface. Generally fine
condition.
$500-1000
48. Eagle - “Willington / Glass / Co” Historical Flask, Willington Glass
Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872. Medium to deep olive
amber, sheared mouth - smooth base, half pint; (light exterior high point
wear).
GII-63 This example is much heavier than usual. Fine condition. 		
$200-400
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49

49. Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, Keene Marlboro Street
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1850. Medium to deep olive
green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear).
GII-73 One of the more attractive colors for this mold. Fine condition.
$200-400

50

50. Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “T.W.D.” Historical
Flask, Kensington Glass Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.
Pale aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high
point wear).
GIV-37 A bright example with bold embossing. Fine condition. 		
$200-400

51

51. Cornucopia - Urn Pictorial Flask, Lancaster Glass Works, Lancaster,
New York, 1849-1860. Bluish aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar,
pint; (pinpoint flake on inner edge of mouth).
GIII-17
A bold flask with no wear to be found. Generally fine
condition.
$200-400

52

52. Scroll Flask, possibly Lancaster Glass Works, Lancaster, New York,
1849-1860. Medium bluish aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar,
pint; (light interior haze).
GIX-10 A special flask with a crudely sheared lip and a beautiful color.
Generally fine condition.
$300-600

53

53. Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “IP” Historical Flask,
Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1830.
Light greenish aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light
exterior high point wear).
GIV-1 This example has a crisp and detailed mold impression. Fine
condition.
$250-500

54

54. “Lafayette” and Bust - Liberty Cap Portrait Flask, Coventry Glass
Works, Coventry, Connecticut, 1824-1825. Medium yellowish amber,
sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (just a hint of exterior high point
wear, 1/16 inch flake off medial rib near base).
GI-86 A crisp, clean flask with a strong mold impression. Generally
fine condition.
$500-1000

55

55. Adam Bust - Jefferson Bust Portrait Flask, a Stoddard glasshouse,
Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860. Bright golden amber, sheared
mouth - tubular pontil scar, half pint; (3/8 inch pontil scar flake on edge
of base).
GI-114 New research indicates that these busts may be those of Daniel
Webster and Henry Clay. They both died in 1852 and this flask possibly
commemorates their deaths. Generally fine condition.
$200-400

56

56. Sunburst Flask, sunburst design in an oval panel on each side of a
vertically ribbed flask, Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, Keene, New
Hampshire, 1815-1830. Medium blue green, sheared mouth - pontil
scar, 3/4 pint; (tiny potstone has 3/16 inch cooling fissure, light exterior
high point wear).
GVIII-29 One of the deeper colors we have seen for this flask. Generally
fine condition.
$300-600
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57. Eagle - “Willington / Glass / Co” Historical Flask, Willington Glass
Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872. Medium olive amber,
applied double collared mouth - smooth base, half pint; (1/8 inch flake
on top edge of mouth).
GII-63 A fine example with no wear and a strong mold impression. 		
$200-400

58

58. “Keen” - “P & W” Sunburst Flask, Keene Marlboro Street
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1815-1830. Medium to dark olive
green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (3/8 inch chip on edge of base
has been polished, light exterior high point wear).
GVIII-8 A sturdy example of this classic New England flask. $300-600

59

59. Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, Dyottville Glass Works,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1860-1870. Light yellow green with a yellow
striation winding around the flask, applied double collared mouth smooth base, quart.
GI-37 A different mouth application and beautiful color combination
make this one special. Fine condition.
$400-800

60

60. Double Eagle Historical Flask, Coventry Glass Works, Coventry,
Connecticut, 1830-1848. Medium olive green, sheared mouth - pontil
scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear).
GII-70 A crude example with numerous small bubbles and an attractive
“high relief” mold design . Fine condition.
$200-400

61

61. Eagle - Flag And “For Our Country” Historical Flask, probably
Coffin & Hay Manufactory, Hammonton, New Jersey, 1836-1847.
Aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.
GII-52 Crsip and clean with swirls of foamy bubbles. Fine condition.
$200-400

62

62. Eagle - Stag And “Coffin & Hay. / Hammonton” Historical Flask,
Coffin & Hay Manufactory, Hammonton, New Jersey, 1836-1847. Light
greenish aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.
GII-49 A scarce flask with crisp embossing and beautiful glass clarity.
Fine condition.
$250-500

63

63. “Success To The Railroad” And Locomotive Historical Flask,
Lancaster Glass Works, Lancaster, New York, 1849-1860. Aquamarine,
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light interior haze).
GV-2 A rare flask with interesting embossing. Fine condition. 		
$300-600
64. Masonic Arch And Emblems - Frigate And “Franklin.” Historical
Flask, Kensington Glass Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.
Aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (shallow manufacturer’s
pontil scar flake comes to edge of base).
GIV-34 A real beauty with a strong mold impression and plenty of
embossing. Fine condition.
$250-500
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64

65

65. Eagle And “T.W.D” - Frigate And “Franklin.” Historical Flask,
Kensington Glass Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.
Aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.
GII-42 and H #787 A crisp, clean flask with a great provenance. Fine
condition. Ex Charles B. Gardner collection.
$200-400

66

66. “General Washington” And Bust - Eagle And “T.W.D” Portrait
Flask, Kensington Glass Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.
Brilliant aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.
GI-16 A comparatively scarce and handsome flask with bold embossing,
beautiful glass clarity and no wear. Fine condition.
$250-500

67

67. “Benjamin Franklin” And Bust - “T.W. Dyott, M.D.” And Bust
Portrait Flask, Kensington Glass Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
1820-1840. Aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.
GI-94 A wonderful example with brilliant glass and crisp embossing.
Fine condition.
$250-500

68

68. “Traveler’s / Companion” - “Railroad / Guide” Flask, America,
1850-1860. Light blue green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint.
GXIV-9 This example is especially attractive with eggshell thin glass
and a subtle color. Fine condition.
$400-800

69

69. Eagle - Oak Tree And “Liberty” Historical Flask, America, 18201840. Aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (top surface
of mouth has been polished).
GII-60 A real beauty with brilliant glass and bold embossing having
one of the more attractive mold designs. Generally fine condition. 		
$400-800

70

70. Double Eagle Historical Flask, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard,
New Hampshire, 1846-1860. Bright olive amber, sheared mouth - pontil
scar, quart; (light exterior high point wear).
GII-78 A bright flask with a strong mold impression. Fine condition.
$300-600

71

71. Eagle and “Granite / Glass Co” - Eagle And “Stodard / NH”
Historical Flask, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire,
1846-1860. Medium yellowish amber, sheared mouth - pontil scar, quart;
(just a hint of exterior high point wear).
GII-80 A very rare flask with the error embossing. Known as the “Single
D”. Fine condition.
$1000-2000

72

72. Mold Blown Whiskey Flask, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New
Hampshire, 1846-1860. Medium olive amber, sheared mouth - pontil
scar, pint; (shallow 1/16 inch flake on edge of base).
L/P Plate 13, 4th Row, #1 A real beauty of an early unembossed whiskey
flask. Simple and crude. Fine condition.
$200-400
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73

73. “Granite / Glass / Co” - “Stoddard / NH” Lettered Flask, Granite
Glass Works, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873. Bright golden
amber with an olive tone, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base,
pint; (light exterior wear marks, light washable interior content residue).
GXV-7 A plump and crude example with an interesting fold of glass
on the edge of base. Fine condition.
$300-600

74

74. Eagle - “Willington / Glass / Co” Historical Flask, Willington Glass
Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872. Medium forest green,
sheared mouth - smooth base, half pint.
GII-63 A fine little flask with oodles of small bubbles. Fine condition.
$200-400

75

75. “Lafayette” And Bust - Masonic Arch And Emblems Portrait Flask,
Mt. Vernon Glass Works, Vernon, New York, 1824-1825. Light moss green
with a yellow tone, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (3/4 inch resin
repair to hole on edge of base, 2 1/2 inch crack runs down a medial rib
to base with another 3/8 inch fissure from the repair).
GI-89 An extremely rare and beautiful color with glass that is filled
with small bubbles. Three known in this color.
$400-800

76

76. Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “I P” Historical Flask,
Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1815-1830.
Light to medium blue green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.
GIV-1 A handsome flask with beautiful glass clarity. Fine condition. 		
$300-600

77

77. “Fells / Point” And Washington Bust - Monument And “Balto”
Portrait Flask, Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 1820-1840.
Rich yellowish ginger ale with an olive tone, sheared mouth - pontil
scar, pint; (approximately one third of mouth has been broken away
and reglued with a 1/4 inch resin repair on each side of mouth opening,
light exterior high point wear).
GI-20 A comparatively scarce mold in a most unusual, beautiful, and
very rare color for this mold.
$400-800

78

78. Sunburst Flask, Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, Connecticut,
1815-1830. Medium yellow olive, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint;
(light exterior high point wear, 1/2 inch area of manufacturing dullness
on edge of mouth).
GVIII-16 A bright and pleasing example. Fine condition.
$400-800

79

79. “Keen” - “P & W” Sunburst Flask, Keene Marlboro Street
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1815-1830. Bright olive yellow,
sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (light exterior high point wear).
GVIII-10 A bubbly example in a brighter than normal color. Fine
condition.
$400-800
80. “Keen” - “P & W” Sunburst Flask, Keene Marlboro Street
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1815-1830. Medium olive green,
sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (light exterior high point wear).
GVIII-10 An eye appealing flask with the unusual flared mouth opening.
Fine condition.
$400-800
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80

81

81. Sunburst Flask, probably Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, Keene,
New Hampshire, 1815-1830. Light blue green, sheared mouth - pontil
scar, half pint; (light exterior high point wear).
GVIII-15 A comparatively scarce and beautiful flask with great
provenance. Fine condition. Ex Robert Mebane collection. $1500-3000

82

82. Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, Keene Marlboro Street
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1850. Aquamarine, sheared
mouth - pontil scar, pint.
GII-74 A bright and bubbly example in a scarce color. Fine condition.
$200-400

83

83. Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “NEG / Co” Historical
Flask, New England Glass Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 18151830. Aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high
point wear, weakly embossed lettering in oval panel).
GIV-27 A sturdy flask with beautiful glass clarity. Fine condition. 		
$300-600

84

84. “General Washington.” And Bust - Eagle Portrait Flask, early
Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840. Clear light green,
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (moderate exterior high point wear).
GI-2 A scarce flask with a bit of color. Generally fine condition. 		
$300-600

85

85. Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, probably Dyottville Glass Works,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1840-1860. Light to medium blue green,
applied sloping collared mouth with ring - pontil scar, quart; (just a hint
of exterior high point wear).
GI-54 A nicely whittled flask with bold embossing. Fine condition. 		
$200-400

86

86. Sheaf Of Wheat - “Westford Glass Co” Historical Flask, Westford
Glass Works, Westford, Connecticut, 1860-1873. Medium olive amber,
applied double collared mouth - smooth base, pint; (light exterior high
point wear, light washable content residue).
GXIII-35 A popular flask with a strong mold impression and clean
surface. Fine condition.
$200-400

87

87. Cornucopia - Urn Pictorial Flask, Coventry Glass Works, Coventry,
Connecticut, 1840-1860. Medium yellowish amber, sheared mouth pontil scar, pint.
GIII-4 A crisp, clean flask with a strong mold impression. Fine
condition.
$150-300

88

88. Eagle - “Westford / Glass / Co” Historical Flask, Westford Glass
Works, Westford, Connecticut, 1860-1873. Medium to deep olive amber,
applied double collared mouth - smooth base, half pint; (light exterior
high point wear, pinpoint flake on edge of base).
GII-65 A heavy little flask with thick glass. Generally fine condition. 		
$200-400
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89

89. Cornucopia - Urn Pictorial Flask, America, 1840-1860. Medium
olive green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (light exterior high
point wear).
GIII-10 A crude and bubbly flask in a beautiful color. Fine condition.
$200-400

90

90. Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, Keene Marlboro Street
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1850. Bright golden amber
with an olive tone, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (1 1/2 inch mold
seam roughness near base, shallow 1/8 inch flake on top edge of mouth).
GII-73 A crude flask in a bright color. Generally fine condition. 		
$200-400

91

91. Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, Keene Marlboro Street
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1850. Medium to deep yellow
olive, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.
GII-72 A super example with a clean exterior surface. Fine condition.
$200-400

92

92. Eagle - Tree Historical Flask, Kensington Glass Works, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 1820-1840. Aquamarine, sheared mouth - tubular pontil
scar, pint.
GII-41 A real beauty with a strong mold impression and no wear. Fine
condition.
$300-600

93

93. Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, Keene Marlboro Street
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840. Light bluish
aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light
exterior high point wear).
GII-74 A multitude of bubbles and the applied mouth make this one
stand out from the rest. Fine condition.
$200-400

94

94. Eagle And “Pittsburgh / PA / McC & Co.” - Eagle Historical Flask,
William McCully & Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1860-1870.
Light yellow green, applied mouth with ring - smooth base, pint; (light
exterior high point wear).
GII-113 A scarce flask in an attractive green color. Fine condition. 		
$200-400

95

95. Monument And “Baltimore” - Ear Of Corn And “Corn For The
World” Historical Flask, Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland,
1845-1860. Aquamarine, applied mouth with ring - iron pontil mark,
quart; (two pinpoint flakes on edge of mouth, light patchy interior haze,
light exterior high point wear).
GVI-4 A big bold flask with both large and small bubbles. Generally
fine condition.
$250-500
96. “Louis Kossuth” And Bust - Frigate And “U.S. Steam Frigate /
Mississippi / S. Huffsey” Portrait Calabash Flask, America, 1845-1860.
Aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, quart.
GI-112 The base is embossed “PH. Doflein / Mold Maker / Nth 5t St.
84”. A strong mold impression and a fully intact iron pontil scar make
this a better than average example. Fine condition.
$350-700
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96

97

97. “Washington” And Bust - “Jackson” And Bust Portrait Flask,
Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, Connecticut, 1830-1848. Bright olive
amber, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (1/8 inch flake on edge of base).
GI-33 A real beauty in a lighter than normal color. Generally fine
condition.
$200-400

98

98. “Success To The Railroad” And Horse And Cart Historical Flask,
probably Mount Vernon Glass Works, Vernon, New York, 1830-1844.
Medium olive green, sheared mouth - tubular pontil scar, pint.
GV-5
A plump flask which is free from high point wear. Fine
condition.
$300-600

99

99. Anchor And “Spring Garden / Glass Works” - Log Cabin Historical
Flask, Spring Garden Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 1860-1870.
Bluish aquamarine, applied mouth with ring - smooth base, pint.
Similar to both GXIII-58 and GXIII-59 This example has a short bar
beneath the ring of the anchor and irregular ribs forming the ground in
front of the cabin. Fine condition.
$200-400

100

100. Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, early Pittsburgh district,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840. Aquamarine, sheared mouth pontil scar, half pint; (shallow 1/8 inch flake on top edge of mouth, light
exterior high point wear, light interior haze in neck).
GII-11
A scarce little flask with very thin glass. Generally fine
condition.
$200-400

101

101. Eagle And “Louisville KY / Glass Works” - Reverse Plain
Historical Flask, Louisville Glass Works, Louisville, Kentucky, 1860-1873.
Aquamarine, applied mouth with ring - smooth base, pint.
GII-36 A bold and brilliant example with attractive overall ribbing. Fine
condition.
$200-400

102

102. Eagle And “Louisville KY / Glass Works” - Reverse Plain
Historical Flask, Louisville Glass works, Louisville, Kentucky, 18601873. Aquamarine, applied mouth with ring - smooth base, quart; (light
exterior high point wear).
GII-35 Attractive vertical ribbing and glass clarity. Fine condition. 		
$200-400

103

103. Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “J.K / B.” Historical Flask,
Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1815-1830.
Light to medium blue green, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light
exterior high point wear).
GIV-3
A comparatively scarce flask in an attractive color. Fine
condition.
$400-800

104

104. “L’Amour Et Psyche’ “ Figural Liquor Flask, France, 1840-1860.
In the form of a book, colorless glass with black, red and orange label,
applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 5/8 inches, wdth. 4
inches, dpth. 1 1/4 inches.
A wonderful item with highly graphic labels. Fine condition. $200-400
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105

105. Sheaf Of Wheat - “Westford Glass Co” Pictorial Flask, Westford
Glass Works, Westford, Connecticut, 1860-1873. Medium yellowish olive
green, sheared mouth - smooth base, half pint; (just a hint of exterior
high point wear).
GXIII-37 Bold embossing, coupled with a rarely seen sheared top make
this nearly pristine example stand out. Fine condition.
$200-400

106

106. Eagle - “Willington / Glass, Co” Historical Flask, Willington Glass
Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1840-1860. Medium yellow olive,
sheared mouth - pontil scar, quart; (just a touch of exterior high point
wear, somewhat weakened embossing).
GII-61 A whittled and bubbly example in an attractive green color.
Scarce with the pontil scarred base. Fine condition.
$800-1600

107

107. Cornucopia - Urn Pictorial Flask, Keene Marlboro Street
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1850. Light sea green, sheared
mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (moderate exterior high point wear).
GIII-7 A subtle and beautiful color. The neck on this example was
manufactured shorter than most. Fine condition.
$150-300

108

108. “Congress & Empire / E / Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, a
Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873. Cylindrical,
bright amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base,
quart.
T #E-6:A
Bold embossing and a pristine exterior surface. Fine
condition.
$200-400

109

109. “J.G. Webb & Co Ltd / Indian Tonic / Islington. N.” Soda Bottle,
England, 1870-1880. Cylindrical, bright pinkish apricot, applied round
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 7 inches; (3/8 inch open surface bubble
on the reverse).
An appealing “Indian” bottle in an exceptional and beautiful color.
Generally fine condition.
$200-400

110

110. “(Indian With Headdress) / Indian Lady / Spring / Water” Bottle,
America, 1880-1900. Bulbous form, bluish aquamarine, tooled round
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/4 inches, greatest dia. 4 7/8 inches.
This bottle is referenced on pg. 35 and pg.39 of “Indian Bottles And
Brands” by John ODell Produced by the Sand Hill Indians of Ashbury
Park, New Jersey. Bold embossing. Fine condition.
$150-300

111

111. “Ogemaw Spring Water / (Bust Of Indian With Headdress) / Bay
City, Mich.” Spring Water Bottle, America, 1912-1928. Cylindrical,
colorless, tooled round collared mouth with metal bail and porcelain
stopper which reads “Please / Do Not / Use For / Other / Liquids” smooth base, ht. with stopper 10 1/2 inches; (bail has surface rust, light
exterior wear).
This bottle is referenced on pg. 66 of “Indian Bottles And Brands” by
John Odell Bright clean glass and a strong mold impression. Fine
condition.
$150-300
112. “Minnehaha / Natural / Spring (Full Figure Of Indian At
Spring) Water / Registered” Spring Water Bottle, America, 1880-1900.
Cylindrical, aquamarine, tooled round collared mouth with metal bail
and porcelain stopper which reads “Minnehaha / Water / Co. / Cleveland,
O” - smooth base, ht. with stopper 12 1/2 inches.
This bottle is referenced on pg. 60 of “Indian Bottles And Brands” by John
Odell A strong mold impression fully shows the detailed embossing.
Fine condition.
$150-300
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112

113

115

113. “Windsor / Mineral Spring / Water. / Best In The World / Springs
At / Lewiston, Maine.” Label Only Mineral Water Bottle, America,
1870-1890. Cylindrical, aquamarine, applied square collared mouth smooth base, ht. 11 inches; (minor loss and wear to label, two 3/4 inch
chips on side of mouth).
A wonderful and colorful label depicts Indians taking water from the
Windsor Spring.
$100-200
114. “M.T. Crawford / Springfield.” - “Union Glass Works Phila. /
Superior / Mineral Water” Bottle, Union Glass Works, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 1850-1857. Cylindrical with octagonal mug base, rich
cobalt blue, applied heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 1/4
inches; (exterior high point wear, several flakes on mug base, the largest
being 1/4 inch).
WB pg. 17 A scarce bottle with a fully intact pontil scar. Generally fine
condition.
$400-800

114

116

115. “M.T. Crawford / Hartford Ct.” - “Union Glass Works Philad /
Superior / Mineral Water” Bottle, Union Glass Works, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 1850-1856. Cylindrical with octagonal mug base, cobalt
blue, applied heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 1/2 inches; (1/4
inch surface bruise on edge of base, pinpoint flake on top edge of mouth).
WB pg. 17 and 18 Beautiful “see through” color and always appealing
mug base. Generally fine condition.
$400-800
116. “T.W. Gillett / New-Haven / (Star)” Soda Water Bottle, America,
1850-1859. Octagonal, medium sapphire blue, applied heavy collared
mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 1/2 inches; (light exterior high point wear,
1/8 inch flake on edge of a panel).
WB pg. 7 Attractive in both form and color. Generally fine condition.
$400-800

117

117. “J.T. Brown / Chemist / Boston” - “Double / Soda /
Water” Bottle, America, 1860-1870. Torpedo form, medium
blue green, applied heavy collared mouth - smooth base, ht.
8 3/4 inches; (several letters on reverse have surface bruises).
H #2989 A pleasing form with bold embossing. Generally
fine condition.
$200-400

118

118. “J.W. Harris’ / Soda Water / New Haven / Conn.” Soda
Water Bottle, America, circa 1860. Octagonal, light sapphire
blue, applied heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht.
7 1/4 inches; (1/8 inch flake on edge of a panel, exterior high
point wear).
WB pg. 9 Bold embossing and a beautiful light color.
Generally fine condition.
$300-600

119

119. “Luke Beard” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1845-1860. Ten pin form,
deep bluish green, applied heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht.
7 inches; (1/16 inch flake on edge of base, light exterior high point wear).
H #911 A pleasing form with numerous small bubbles. Generally fine
condition.
$300-600

120

120. “J.W. Harris / (Star) Soda / New-Haven / Conn.” Soda Water
Bottle, America, 1852-1860. Octagonal with neck ring, medium steel
blue, applied heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 5/8 inches;
(professionally cleaned with light remaining wear marks).
WB pg. 9 A beautiful medium range color with good clarity from top
to bottom. Generally fine condition.
$400-800
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121

121. “Carter, Wilson & Co. / Boston” Soda Water Bottle, America,
1845-1860. Cylindrical, medium bluish green, applied sloping collared
mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 inches; (lightly professionally cleaned).
A real beauty with bold embossing. Fine condition.
$300-600

122

122. “E. McIntire / Mineral Water” - “Patent” Soda Water Bottle,
America, 1845-1860. Cylindrical, medium bluish green, applied sloping
collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 6 5/8 inches; (professionally cleaned
with remaining wear and scratches, two 1/4 inch chips from lower edge
of mouth).
An early bottle in a smaller size than most.
$350-700

123

123. “J.H. Yale. / Middletown / Conn” Soda Water Bottle, America,
1851-1858. Cylindrical, medium cobalt blue, applied heavy collared
mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 1/4 inches; (professionally cleaned with
light remaining wear marks).
WB pg. 45 and 46 A scarce bottle in a beautiful blue color. Generally
fine condition.
$300-600

124

124. “Magnetic Spring / Henniker. NH” Mineral Water Bottle, a
Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873. Cylindrical,
medium amber in the neck and shoulders shading to bright yellow
amber in the body, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth
base, quart.
T#V-10 A highly whittled bottle in a beautiful color. Fine condition. 		
$500-1000

125

125. “Highrock Congress Spring / 1767 / (Rock) / C & W / Saratoga N.Y.”
Mineral Water Bottle, possibly a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New
Hampshire, 1860-1873. Cylindrical, rich golden amber, applied sloping
collared mouth with ring - smooth base, quart.
T #S-36: Type II A crude example with surface swirls and numerous
small bubbles. Fine condition.
$250-500

126

126. “Artesian Water / Louisville / KY.” - “Dupont” Mineral Water
Bottle, America, 1845-1860. Cylindrical with twelve sided mug base,
dark root beer amber, applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark,
pint; (two corners on the mug base have flakes).
T #M-5 variant 1 A bit lighter in color than most. A great example in
generally fine condition.
$600-1200

127

127. “Caladonia / Spring / Wheelock VT” Mineral Water Bottle, a
Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873. Cylindrical,
medium honey amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth
base, quart.
T #V-3 A handsome example with bold embossing and numerous small
bubbles. Fine condition.
$350-700
128. “Congress & Empire / E / Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, a
Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873. Cylindrical,
medium yellow olive, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth
base, quart.
T #E:6A A scarce bottle in a hard to find color. Fine condition. 		
$250-500
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128

129

129. Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1880-1900. In the form of a square
schoolhouse, colorless with a vaseline hue, tooled square collared mouth smooth base, ht. 2 1/4 inches; (light patchy interior and exterior wear).
Similar to C #688 A fine example with an unusual color. Bill Dyer
collection.
$150-300

130

130. Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1871-1880. In the form of a rectangular
schoolhouse, aquamarine, applied square collared mouth - smooth base
embossed “Patd / Mar 14 / 1871”, ht. 2 1/2 inches.
C #685 A neat little bottle with a strong mold impression. Fine condition.
Bill Dyer collection.
$300-600

131

131. “T.P. Spencer & Co / Perfumers / N.Y. / Trade Mark / (Head Of
Dog)” Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1880-1900. In the form of a doghouse,
colorless, tooled flared mouth - smooth base, ht. 3 inches.
Unlisted in Covill’s text A whimsical little bottle in fine condition. Bill
Dyer collection.
$250-500

132

132. “Harrison’s / Columbian / Ink” Bottle, America, 1840-1860.
Octagonal, light to medium bluish green, inward rolled mouth - pontil
scar, ht. 1 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 2 1/4 inches.
Similar in form and construction to C #550
A pretty color and
strong embossing make this one stand out. Fine condition. Bill Dyer
collection.
$400-800

133

133. “Farleys / Ink” Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New
Hampshire, 1846-1860. Octagonal, medium olive amber, sheared mouth pontil scar, ht. 1 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 2 inches.
C #526 A bright example with stronger embossing than most. Fine
condition. Bill Dyer collection.
$400-800

134

134. Cone Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Cylindrical inverted cone
form, rich sapphire blue, outward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 1/4
inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches.
C #22 One of the more unusual and delicate lip treatments we have
seen. Beautiful color. Fine condition. Bill Dyer collection.
$600-1200

135

135. Umbrella Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Octagonal, brilliant
olive yellow, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 3/8 inches, greatest dia.
2 3/8 inches.
Similar to C #129 A pristine example in a stunning color. Find a prettier
one. Bill Dyer collection.
$500-1000

136

136. “Bushfield’s / Chemical / Writing / Fluid / Wheeling / W.Va.”
Ink Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Octagonal, bluish aquamarine, applied
square collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 2 1/2 inches, greatest dia. 1 7/8
inches; (tiny potstone near the base has several minor radiations).
Similar in form to C #562 A scarce bottle in generally fine condition.
Bill Dyer collection.
$150-300
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137

137. Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1870-1880. Cylindrical igloo form,
brilliant cobalt blue, ground mouth - smooth base, ht. 1 7/8 inches; (two 1/8
inch manufacturer’s grinding associated flakes on the edge of the mouth).
Similar to C #647 This attractive example has a beautiful shading of
color. Generally fine condition. Bill Dyer collection.
$300-600

138

138. “J.S. Dunham & Co” Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Twelve sided
umbrella form, aquamarine, inward folded mouth - tubular pontil scar,
ht. 2 1/4 inches.
Similar to C #116 Unusually large embossing and beautiful glass clarity.
Fine condition. Bill Dyer collection.
$300-600

139

139. “Butlers Ink / Cincinnati.” Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Twelve
sided, aquamarine, inward folded mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 1/8 inches.
C #519 A very crude example with folds of glass in the neck and
shoulder along with a somewhat misshapen base. Fine condition. Bill
Dyer collection.
$350-700

140

140. “J & I E M” Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1860-1875. Monitor form,
bright light yellow green, tooled mouth - smooth base, ht. 1 3/4 inches;
(professionally cleaned with light remaining wear marks, 3/16 inch
fissure in base).
C #628 A beautiful bright color with bold embossing. Bill Dyer
collection.
$200-400
141. Two Figural Ink Bottles, America, 1870-1880. Domed with offset
neck, twelve panels around half of base side, medium blue green and
yellow, ground mouths - smooth bases, ht. 1 3/4 inches, dia. 2 1/8 inches;
(blue green example has three manufacturer’s grinding associated flakes
on top edge and side of mouth).
C #641
The mentioned condition issues are purely
manufacturing related. Scarce mold in beautiful colors.
141 Fine condition. Blue green example is Ex William Covill Jr.
collection, Bill Dyer collection.
$350-700

142

142. Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1860-1875. Cylindrical
with ten paneled dome and offset neck, brilliant yellow with
a green tone, tooled mouth - smooth base, ht. 1 3/4 inches, dia.
2 1/8 inches; (pinpoint flake on top edge of mouth).
C #636 This is the exact example pictured in Covill’s text.
Exceptional color and glass clarity. Generally fine condition.
Bill Dyer collection.
$350-700

143

143. Lot Of Three “Levison’s / Inks / St. Louis” Figural Ink
Bottles, America, 1870-1880. Rectangular modified cabin
forms, aquamarine, medium blue green and yellowish amber,
tooled mouths - smooth bases, ht. 2 3/8 inches, lgth. 2 1/2
inches; (aquamarine example has light overall exterior haze
and two 3/16 inch flakes on edge of base, blue green example
has been professionally cleaned).
These examples are not noted on Covill’s text Attractive
forms with two pen rests on the roofs. Yellowish amber
example is in fine condition. Bill Dyer collection. $200-400
144. Early Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Cone form,
medium bluish green, inward rolled mouth - tubular pontil
scar, ht. 2 1/4 inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches.
Similar to C #11 An attractive ink bottle in a somewhat “off”
color. Fine condition.
$200-400
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144

145

145. Two “(Star) / (Books And Inkwells) / J.A. Williamson Chemist”
Master Ink Bottles, America, 1860-1880. Cylindrical, shades of teal green,
applied sloping collared mouths with tooled pour spouts - smooth bases,
ht. 7 1/4 inches and 9 3/8 inches; (smaller example has ink residue in base,
larger example has several scratches on base).
Similar to C #927 Attractive colors and elaborate embossing. Fine
condition.
$250-500

146

146. “Hohenthal / Brothers & Co / Indelible / Writing Ink / N.Y.” Master
Ink Bottle, probably a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire,
1846-1860. Cylindrical, medium yellow olive, applied sloping collared
mouth with tooled pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 9 inches; (light patchy
interior content residue).
Similar to C #766 A crude and bubbly bottle with bold embossing. Fine
condition.
$400-800

147

147. Pitkin Type Inkwell, 36 ribs swirled to the right,
probably Pitkin Glass Works, Manchester, Connecticut,
1783-1830. Conical, deep olive green, tooled flared mouth pontil scar, ht. 1 1/2 inches, greatest dia. 2 3/8 inches; (light
exterior wear).
C #1154 This appears to be the same item pictured in
Covill’s text. Wonderful form and size. Fine condition. Ex
Orin Summerville collection, ex Robert Mebane collection.
$1000-2000
148. “Harrison’s / Columbian / Ink” - “Patent” Master
Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Twelve sided, aquamarine,
applied flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 7/8 inches; (pinpoint
flake on edge of base).
C #538 Beautiful glass clarity and bold embossing. Generally
fine condition.
$200-400
149. Pitkin Type Inkwell, 36 ribs swirled to the left, probably

148

150

149 Pitkin Glass Works, Manchester, Connecticut, 1783-1830.
Conical, deep olive amber, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar,
ht. 1 3/8 inches, greatest dia. 2 11/16 inches.
Similar to C #1147 A crisp mold impression and great form
make this one special. Fine condition.
$1500-3000

151

150. Black Glass Wine Bottle, possibly Alloa Glass Works,
Alloa, Scotland, 1820-1830. Globular form, deep olive amber,
tooled flared mouth with applied string rim - pontil scar, ht.
7 5/8 inches, greatest dia. 4 5/8 inches; (light exterior high
point wear).
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 51 A crude early bottle
with numerous bubbles. Wonderful form and color. Fine condition. 		
$300-600
151. Black Glass Food Storage Jar, France, 1800-1830. Cylindrical
flowerpot form, medium to deep olive green, sheared flared mouth with
applied string rim - pontil scar, ht. 13 7/8 inches, greatest dia. 4 7/8 inches;
(light exterior wear marks).
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 147, #3 A jar that is
impressive in size, form and color. Fine condition.
$300-600

152

152. Figural Spirits Bottle, possibly America, 1880-1900. In the form
of a seated bear, medium yellow olive, tooled square collared mouth smooth base, ht. 9 5/8 inches; (several areas of manufacturing roughness
on edge of mouth).
A most attractive and unusual figural bottle. Beautiful color. Fine
condition.
$200-400
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153

153. “Old Kentucky / Bourbon / 1849 / Reserve / Distilled In 1848. / A.M.
Bininger & Co. 19 Broad St. N.Y.” Figural Whiskey Bottle, America,
1860-1830. Barrel form, medium amber, applied double collared mouth pontil scar, ht. 8 inches; (light exterior high point wear).
Similar to H #1170 These figural Bininger whiskey bottles never go out
of style. Fine condition.
$200-400

154

154. “RS / Roehling & Schultz, Inc. / Chicago.” Figural Whiskey Bottle,
America, 1880-1900. Square tall cabin form, medium amber, tooled
square collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 5/8 inches; (light exterior wear).
H #2845 This would fit in well with a run of figural cabin bitters bottles.
Fine condition.
$200-400

155

155. “Weeks & Gilson. So. Stoddard N.H.” Base Embossed Whiskey
Bottle, three piece mold construction, Weeks and Gilson Glass Works,
South Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873. Cylindrical, medium
orange amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base,
ht. 11 1/4 inches.
KW plate 132, top right A clean, bright example in a different color than
most. Fine condition.
$250-500

156

156. “Speer’s / Samburg / Port Wine / From the Vinyards of / Alfred
Speer, New Jersey / Principal Offices, / 208 Broadway, N.Y. / and at
Passaic, N.J. / Vintage 1860” Label Only Wine Bottle, America, circa
1860. Cylindrical, medium teal green, applied sloping collared mouth
with ring - iron pontil mark, ht. 11 3/8 inches.
H #414 Beautifully colored glass and a highly graphic label. Fine
condition. Ex Charles B. Gardner collection.
$300-600

157

157. “Forest / Lawn / J.V.H” Whiskey Bottle, America, 1840-1860.
Globular, medium olive green, applied wide flanged mouth with ring pontil scar, ht. 7 1/8 inches, greatest dia. 4 1/2 inches.
H #2698 A beautiful example with many bubbles and bright clean glass.
Fine condition.
$400-800

158

158. “Dyottville Glass Works Phila” Base Embossed Whiskey
Bottle, Dyottville Glass Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1840-1860.
Cylindrical, aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth with ring pontil scar, ht. 11 1/8 inches; (professionally cleaned with light remaining
wear marks).
Similar to H #188 Dug out of a privy in Augusta, Georgia. A scarce
combination of an open pontil scar and aquamarine color. Generally fine
condition.
$200-400

159

159. “Good Old Bourbon In A Hogs-” Figural Whiskey
Bottle, America, 1860-1880. In the form of a pig, medium
amber in the head area shading to yellow amber in the body,
tooled collared mouth - smooth base, lgth. 6 1/2 inches.
A great example with attractive shading and a bright color.
Fine condition.
$400-800
160. “Dyottville Glass Works Phila” Base Embossed
Whiskey Bottle, Dyottville Glass Works, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 1860-1880. Cylindrical, bright olive yellow,
applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, ht.
11 5/8 inches; (several exterior surface scratches in shoulder
area).
Similar to H #188 A rare bottle with the embossing on the
base being reversed. Beautiful color and lots of small bubbles.
Fine condition.
$200-400
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160

161

163

161. “Old London Dock / Gin / (Crown) / A.M. Bininger & Co, / No, 17
Broad St” Gin Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Square with beveled corners,
medium yellow green, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base,
ht. 9 3/4 inches.
BB #BPK-8C A beautiful example with numerous bubbles, bold
embossing and the scarce embossed “Crown” on the shoulder. Fine
condition.
$400-800
162. Two “Ellenville Glass Works.” Base Embossed Whiskey Bottles,
three piece mold construction, Ellenville Glass Works, Ellenville, New
York, 1860-1880. Cylindrical, yellow olive and olive green, applied
sloping collared mouths with rings - smooth bases, ht. 11 1/4 inches and
11 1/2 inches; (taller example has been professionally cleaned and has
two flakes on edge of base, the largest being 1/4 inch).
H #2245
Both are crude examples with slightly different base
embossings. The shorter bottle is in fine condition.
$150-300

162

164

163. “Monks’ / Old Bourbon / Whiskey. / For, / Medicinal / Purposes /
Wilson, Fairbank & Co, / Sole Agents.” Medicine Bottle, America,
1845-1860. Square with beveled corners, bright olive yellow, applied
sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 3/4 inches; (light exterior
high point wear).
Similar to H #747 A bold, bright example of this scarce bottle. Lighter
in color than most. Fine condition.
$750-1500
164. “Bininger’s / Old Dominion / Wheat Tonic, / A.M. Bininger &
Co / No. 19 Broad St. N.Y.” Whiskey Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Square
with beveled corners, medium yellow olive, applied sloping collared
mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 3/4 inches.
BB #BPK-17 Exceptionally clean surfaces and bold embossing make
this a better than average example. Fine condition.
$200-400

165

165. “Charles’ / London / Cordial Gin” Bottle, America, 1845-1860.
Square with beveled corners and arched panels, medium to deep olive
green, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - iron pontil mark, ht.
9 5/8 inches; (shallow 1/4 inch flake on edge of base).
This example is a bit earlier and cruder than most. Attractive surface
bubbles and whittled panels. Generally fine condition.
$350-700

166

166. “Jessie Moore / American / Pure Rye Whiskey” Advertising Tin
With Enclosed Flask, Canada, 1927-1935. Rectangular with rounded
corners, multicolor Western scenes with gold highlights, sealed tin with
key - smooth base, ht. 8 1/2 inches; (light surface rust and weathering).
Highly graphic unopened tin contains original flask with contents. A
Canadian company which was probably riding on the coattails and
reputation of the earlier and popular “Jesse Moore” brand. Generally
fine condition.
$500-1000

167

167. “Primley’s / Iron & / Wahoo / Tonic” - “Jones & Primley Co. /
Elkhart. Ind.” Medicine Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Square with beveled
corners and indented panels, medium to deep amber, applied sloping
collared mouth with ring - smooth base embossed “F.G. Mfg. Co.”, ht.
9 3/8 inches.
AAM pg. 424
A clean example which is a bit misshapen. Fine
condition.
$100-200

168

168. “Masta’s / Indian / Pulmonic / Balsam / Lowell / Mass.” Medicine
Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Rectangular with beveled corners,
aquamarine, applied double collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 5/8 inches.
AAM pg. 339
A pristine example with bold embossing. Fine
condition.
$150-300
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169

169. “Indian / Sanative / For / Salt - Rheum / And / Erysipelas.”
Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Rectangular with beveled corners,
aquamarine, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 3/4 inches; (shallow
1/4 inch flake and minor crazing on edge of flared mouth).
AAM pg. 260 A scarce little “Indian” bottle with bold embossing. 		
$200-400

170

170. “Watasia” Medicine Bottle, America, 1835-1845. Rectangular with
wide beveled corners, aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth tubular pontil scar, ht. 6 7/8 inches; (professionally cleaned with light
remaining wear marks).
Similar to AAM pg. 552 A scarce early “Indian” medicine with an
unusual form. Generally fine condition.
$200-400

171

171. “J. Foley’s / Indian / Botanic / Balsam” Medicine Bottle, America,
1860-1880. Rectangular with beveled corners, aquamarine, applied
sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 7 3/4 inches; (light exterior
haze).
Similar to AAM pg. 172 This Dayton, Ohio bottle is larger than the
listed examples. Interesting embossing with different fonts being used.
Generally fine condition.
$300-600

172

172. “Bloomfield’s / Indian / Dyspepsia Remedy / Eaton, Ohio.”
Medicine Bottle, Ihmsen Glass Company Limited, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 1879-1883. Rectangular with beveled corners, aquamarine,
applied double collared mouth - smooth base embossed “I.G.Co.L”, ht.
10 1/8 inches; (light interior and exterior haze, light exterior wear).
This bottle is referenced on pg. 5 of “Indian Bottles And Brands” by John
Odell This medicine was patented in 1879 by William A. Bloomfield.
Generally fine condition.
$150-300

173

173. “The Great / Shoshonees / Remedy Of / Dr Josephus” Medicine
Bottle, America, 1870-1890. Rectangular with beveled corners, medium
to deep bluish aquamarine, tooled sloping collared mouth - smooth base,
ht. 9 1/8 inches; (several shallow flakes on edge of beveled corner near
the base, the largest being 1/4 inch).
AAM pg. 473 This “Indian” bottle has a good rich color and bold
embossing. Generally fine condition.
$150-300

174

174. “Cherokee / Indian Tonic” Label Only Medicine Bottle, America,
1840-1860. Cylindrical, aquamarine, applied double collared mouth tubular pontil scar, ht. 6 3/4 inches; (minor loss and wear to label).
Retains 95% original label which reads in part “Prepared from Cherokee
Indian Physicians / Doyle & Bros., Herbalists 701 Wood St. and / Winter
Street Philadelphia, Pa.” Bottle is in fine condition.
$250-500

175

175. “Dr. Green’s / Indian Panacea” Label Only Medicine Bottle,
America, 1840-1860. Oval, aquamarine, applied square collared mouth pontil scar, ht. 7 3/8 inches.
This bottle is referenced on pg. 29 of “Indian Bottles And Brands” by
John Odell Retains highly graphic original label which reads in part
“R. Green, M.D., Indian Physician, / 38 Broomfield St., Boston, Mass. /
Price, $1.00, Or six Bottles For $5.00.” Bottle is in fine condition. 		
$300-600
176. “Clemen’s / Indian / Tonic / (Full Figure Of Indian) / Prepared
By / Geo. W. House” Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Oval,
aquamarine, outward folded mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 1/2 inches; (minor
loss and wear to label).
AAM pg. 105 Retains 95% original label. Wonderful bold embossing
and glass clarity. Fine condition.
$500-1000
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176

177

179

177. “Swa-Geh / W.J. Austen & Co.” Medicine Bottle, America, 18701890. Oval strap sided flask form, medium amber, tooled double collared
mouth - smooth base, ht. 6 7/8 inches; (minor loss and wear to labels,
front label is partially attached with tape, partial cork is lodged in neck).
Retains two colorful and highly graphic labels which read in part
“Austen’s / Swa-Geh Remedy / The Indians Secret / Purifies The Blood /
Manufactured by W.J. Austen & Co. / Oswego, N.Y.” Bottle is in fine
condition.
$200-400
178. Two Label Only Indian Medicine Bottles, “O-Sa-To Tonic / Indian /
Laxative” and “Old Indian / Liver & Kidney / Tonic”, America, 19001930. Rectangular with beveled corners and oval form, colorless, tooled
flared mouth and machined mouth - smooth bases, ht. 5 7/8 inches and
8 inches; (larger example has 3/4 inch chip on edge of mouth, smaller
example has 1/8 inch flake on edge of panel).
These bottles are referenced on pg. 66 and pg. 70 of “Indian Bottles and
Brands” by John Odell Both retain colorful and highly graphic “Indian”
labels.
$200-400

178

180

179. “B.L. Sumner’s / Horse Lotion, / Boston.” Veterinary Medicine
Bottle, America, 1860-1880. Cylindrical, medium yellow olive, possibly
applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, ht. 7 1/2 inches;
(1/2 inch chip and abrasions on edge of base, mouth and neck have been
broken away, moderate exterior wear).
Although this bottle is damaged we believe that what is there is an
important and unlisted veterinary medicine bottle.
$200-400

181

180. “Dr. Woodworth’s / Sarsaparilla” - “Birmingham, CT” Medicine
Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Rectangular with beveled corners,
aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 10 inches.
AAM pg. 582 A big bold bottle with a strong mold impression and
highly whittled panels. Fine condition.
$300-600

182

181. “M.B. Roberts’s / Vegetable / Embrocation.” Medicine Bottle,
America, 1840-1860. Cylindrical, light sea green, applied sloping collared
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 3/8 inches.
AAM pg. 445 A bright bottle with bold embossing. Fine condition. 		
$150-300
182. “Bears / Oil” Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Rectangular
with beveled corners, light cornflower blue, tooled flared mouth - tubular
pontil scar, ht. 2 7/8 inches; (1/8 inch flake on edge of flared mouth, several
scratches on reverse of bottle).
AAM pg. 46 An unusual color for this bottle, most examples are
aquamarine. Generally fine condition.
$300-600

183

183. “Dr Townsend’s / Sarsaparilla / Albany / NY” Medicine Bottle,
a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860. Square
with beveled corners, medium olive amber, applied sloping collared
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 9 5/8 inches; (1/8 inch chip on edge of mouth).
AAM pg. 521 A beautiful example with no wear and four slightly
indented rivet marks on each panel. Generally fine condition. $250-500

184

184. “Swaim’s / Panacea / Philada” Medicine Bottle, America, 18401860. Cylindrical with indented vertical panels, medium olive amber,
applied sloping collared mouth with ring - pontil scar, ht. 8 inches; (3/16
inch open bubble on edge of a panel near the base).
AAM pg. 500 A visually appealing bottle in both form and strength of
embossing. Generally fine condition.
$350-700
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185

185. “Dr. J.W. Poland” Medicine Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse,
Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873. Oval with indented arched panel,
medium olive amber, applied square collared mouth - smooth base, ht.
7 5/8 inches; (shallow 1/16 inch flake on edge of mouth, areas of wear above
and below the embossing have been polished, exterior high point wear).
AAM pg. 415 A rare and appealing Stoddard bottle. Generally fine
condition.
$1000-2000

186

186. “Dr. Hartshorn’s / Medicine.” Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse,
Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873. Oval with indented panel,
medium golden amber, applied square collared mouth - smooth base,
ht. 6 inches.
AAM pg. 223 A bright, crude example with strong embossing. Fine
condition.
$1000-2000

187

189

187. “Prepared By / William Coe / Worcester / Mass.” Medicine Bottle, a
Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860. Cylindrical,
medium to deep olive amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring pontil scar, ht. 7 inches.
AAM pg. 108 It would be hard to find a better example, this one
has numerous small bubbles, crisp embossing and no wear. Fine
condition.
$2500-5000
188. “Smith’s / Green Mountain / Renovator / East Georgia VT”
Medicine Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire,
1846-1860. Rectangular with wide beveled corners, yellowish amber
with an olive tone, applied double collared mouth - iron pontil mark,
ht. 6 7/8 inches; (light exterior high point wear, 1/8 inch open bubble on
edge of base).
AAM pg. 481 A solid example of this desirable medicine bottle.
Generally fine condition.
$2000-4000

188

190

189. “Seaver’s / Joint & / Nerve / Liniment” Medicine Bottle, a Stoddard
glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860. Cylindrical, yellow
amber with an olive tone, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 3 7/8 inches.
AAM pg. 465 A little gem with bold embossing. Fine condition. 		
$2000-4000
190. “Vaughn’s / Vegetable / Lithontriptic / Mixture” Medicine Bottle,
America, 1860-1870. Square with beveled corners, aquamarine, applied
sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 6 1/8 inches; (pinpoint flake
on corner of base).
AAM pg. 539 A heavy bottle with highly whittled panels. Generally
fine condition.
$150-300

191

191. “Dr. Pinkham’s / Emmenagogue” Medicine Bottle, America, 18401860. Square with beveled corners, aquamarine, applied sloping collared
mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 6 1/8 inches.
AAM pg. 413 An attractive bottle with appealing size and form. Brilliant
and clean. Fine condition.
$150-300
192. “Gargling Oil / Lockport. N.Y” Medicine Bottle, probably Lockport
Glass Works, Lockport, New York, 1860-1880. Rectangular with rounded
corners, medium yellowish green, applied sloping collared mouth smooth base, ht. 7 1/8 inches.
AAM pg. 351 A most appealing example with a crude “orange peel”
exterior surface and a beautiful and unusual color. Fine condition. 		
$200-400
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192

193

193. “Warner’s / “Safe” Cure / (Motif Of Safe) / Frankfurt A/M”
Medicine Bottle, Germany, 1880-1900. Oval, medium yellowish olive
green, applied round collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 inches; (light
exterior high point wear).
Similar to AAM pg. 597 A rare and beautiful color for a Warner’s bottle.
Fine condition.
$300-600

194

194. “Whittemore’s / Eye Water / Essex Conn.” Labeled Medicine Bottle,
America, 1840-1860. Oval, aquamarine, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar,
ht. 4 1/16 inches; (minor loss and wear to label).
AAM pg. 562
Retains 95% period label which reads “Golden
Treasure, or / Hawes’ Healing Extract / Prepared Only By / The Hawes
Extract Company, / Essex, Conn. / For External And Internal Use. See
Directions.”
$200-400

195

197

195. Lot Of Three Medicine Bottles, “Beates Jacoby / And
Miller / Wholesale Druggists / Phila”, “Jules Hauel & Co /
Philada / Premium / Awarded” and “D. Mitchell’s / Flavoring /
Extract / Rochester / Chemical / Works”, America, 1840-1860.
Rectangular with beveled corners and oval, aquamarine,
colorless and light amethyst, applied double collared mouth
and inward rolled mouths - pontil scars, ht. (2) 5 inches and
6 1/8 inches.
Similar to AAM pg 47, 224 and 361
$200-400

196. Two Medicine Bottles, America, 1840-1860. Oval,
aquamarine, inward rolled mouth and applied round collared
mouth - pontil scars, ht. 4 3/4 inches and 5 1/2 inches; (Jaques &
Marsh bottle has a resin restored applied round collared
mouth).
AAM pg 235 and pg. 266 “Dr. Hersey’s / Worm Syrup” and “Jaques &
Marsh / Hive Syrup / New York”. “Dr. Hersey’s” bottle is in fine
condition.
$200-400

196

198

197. Two Medicine Bottles “Dyers’ / Healing / Embrocation / Prov.
R.I.” and “Vital / Balsam”, America, 1840-1860. Cylindrical and twelve
sided, aquamarine, inward rolled mouths - pontil scars, ht. 4 1/4 inches
and 4 3/8 inches.
AAM pg. 150 and unlisted The “Vital / Balsam bottle is considered
very rare. Both bottles are in fine condition. Both bottles are Ex Samuel
J. Greer collection.
$200-400

199

198. “Sands’ / Sarsaparilla / Genuine / New York.” Medicine Bottle,
America, 1840-1860. Rectangular with beveled corners, aquamarine
with yellow green striations in the neck, applied double collared mouth pontil scar, ht. 10 1/8 inches.
AAM pg. 457 An eye appealing example with highly whittled panels,
bold embossing and the unusually colored neck. Fine condition. 		
$200-400

200

199. “Professor Wood’s / Hair Restorative. / Depot, / St Louis, Mo /
And New York” Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Rectangular with
beveled corners, aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil
scar, ht. 9 1/8 inches.
AAM pg. 580 A big, bold bottle with beautiful glass clarity. Fine
condition.
$200-400
200. “Follansbee’s / Elixir / Of Health” Medicine Bottle, America, 18451860. Square with beveled corners, light to medium ice blue, applied
sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 8 3/4 inches.
AAM pg. 172 Bold embossing and a beautiful color highlight this
wonderful example. Fine condition.
$1000-2000
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201

201. “Dr Guysott’s / Yellow Dock / & / Sarsaparilla / B. & P. New York”
Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Rectangular with beveled corners,
aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 8 7/8 inches.
AAM pg. 205 A crisp, clean example with bold embossing. Fine
condition.
$200-400

202

202. “Genuine / Essence” and “Hobensack’s / Essence” Two Medicine
Bottles, America, 1840-1860. Rectangular with concave corners, medium
ice blue and medium yellow green, inward rolled mouths - pontil scars,
ht. 5 inches and 4 1/2 inches.
AAM pg. 186 and 240 The “Genuine / Essence” bottle is ex Samuel
J. Greer collection. Beautiful colors and unusual forms. Both are in fine
condition.
$200-400

203

203. “A.B.L Meyers. A.M / Rock Rose / New-Haven” Medicine Bottle,
America, 1845-1860. Rectangular with beveled corners, medium blue
green, applied heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 1/2 inches;
(1/16 inch open bubble on top edge of mouth).
AAM pg. 376 A most impressive bottle in color, size and embossing.
Generally fine condition.
$1000-2000

204

204. “Old Dr / J. Townsends / Sarsaparilla / New York” Medicine
Bottle, America, 1845-1860. Square with beveled corners, medium blue
green, applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 1/2 inches.
AAM pg. 520 A highly whittled example with bold embossing and a
somewhat oversized applied mouth. Fine condition.
$300-600

205

205. “Hampton’s / V. Tincture / Mortimer / & Mowbray / Balto”
Medicine Bottle, probably Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland,
1840-1860. Oval form, medium olive yellow with an amber tone, tooled
square collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 1/2 inches; (1/8 inch chip on the
side of the mouth,).
AAM pg. 216 This early medicine bottle has wonderful glass character
and a beautiful color. Generally fine condition.
$750-1500

206

206. “King & Toy / Druggists / Norfolk.” Medicine Bottle, America,
1840-1860. Rectangular with beveled corners, aquamarine, inward folded
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 3 3/4 inches.
An unlisted little gem with no auction record. Fine condition. $200-400

207

207. “J.L. Leavitt. Boston.” Medicine Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse,
Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873. Cylindrical, deep olive amber,
applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, ht. 8 3/8 inches;
(minor “crazing” at top of mouth).
Similar in form and construction to L/P plate 11,3rd row, #4 We have
seen this bottle with a “Cod Liver Oil” label. Fine condition. $200-400
208. Freeblown Utility Bottle, Germany, 1730-1770. Flattened boot
form, medium olive amber, tooled flared mouth with applied band pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4 inches, wdth. 6 7/8 inches; (light interior haze, light
exterior high point wear).
AG plate 216, #3 These bottles were produced in Germany for the
English market. Fine condition.
$300-600
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208

209

209. Mold Blown Utility Bottle, a Stoddard Glasshouse, Stoddard,
New Hampshire, 1846-1860. Rectangular tombstone form with concave
corners, medium olive amber, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil
scar, ht. 7 1/4 inches; (light exterior high point wear).
L/P Plate 12, Row 3, #2 An appealing form with crude and highly
whittled glass. Fine condition.
$350-700

210

210. Blueberry Preserve Jar, Willington Glass Works, West Willington,
Connecticut, 1860-1872. Cylindrical with fluted shoulders and neck,
medium to deep yellowish olive amber, applied double collared mouth smooth base, ht. 11 1/4 inches.
Similar to MW color plate VIII, #4 A pristine example of this popular
New England storage jar. Mouth opening retains period cork and wax
stopper. Fine condition.
$1000-2000

211

211. Dip Molded Snuff Bottle, America, 1815-1830. Rectangular with
wide beveled corners, medium yellowish olive, sheared mouth - pontil
scar, ht. 4 1/8 inches; (light exterior high point wear).
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 227, #12 A wonderful
early form and small size. Fine condition.
$250-500

212

212. Early Utility Bottle, three piece mold construction, a Stoddard
glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860. Cylindrical, bright
golden amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - pontil scar,
ht. 6 1/2 inches.
L/P plate 11, 2nd row, #4 A beautiful and crude bottle which is lighter
and brighter than most of its kind. Fine condition.
$200-400

213

213. Mold Blown Demijohn, possibly three piece mold construction
which was then spun in the mold, America, 1870-1890. Cylindrical
flowerpot form, brilliant cobalt blue, tooled sloping collared mouth smooth base, ht. 11 1/8 inches, greatest dia. 5 3/4 inches; (pinpoint flake
on top edge of mouth).
Exceptionally beautiful and clean glass which is filled with small bubbles.
Generally fine condition.
$200-400

214

214. “J.C. Laughton & Co Boston” Beer Bottle, three piece mold
construction, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 18601873. Cylindrical, medium reddish amber, applied sloping collared
mouth with ring - smooth base, ht. 9 1/8 inches; (light washable content
residue).
Similar in form and construction to L/P plate 11, 3rd row, #2 A rare
bottle with attractive bubbles and whittle. Retains part of the original
lead foil seal. Fine condition.
$300-600

215

215. Freeblown Handled Whiskey Jug, America, 1840-1860. Flattened
chestnut form with applied solid handle, brilliant medium sea green,
applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 3/8 inches.
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 48, #4 A wonderful
whiskey jug with many bubbles and a beautiful color. Fine condition.
$200-400

216

216. Freeblown Handled Whiskey Jug, America, 1845-1860. Flattened
chestnut form with applied solid handle, brilliant yellowish gingerale,
applied mouth with ring - iron pontil mark, ht. 8 3/4 inches.
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 48, #4 A real zinger of a
whiskey jug! The color is spectacular as well as having an unusual iron
pontil scar. Fine condition.
$250-500
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217

217. Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830. Bright yellow
olive, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - pontil scar, ht. 7 inches.
Similar in form to KW pg. 47 A plump little beauty in fine condition.
$200-400

218

218. Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830. Bright
yellow amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - pontil scar,
ht. 8 inches; (light exterior high point wear).
Similar in form to KW pg. 47 This example has an especially pleasing
form and brilliant color. Fine condition.
$250-500

219

219. Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830. Bright olive
amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - pontil scar, ht. 9 1/4
inches.
Similar in form to KW pg. 47 A beautiful color, wonderful exterior
surface and a crudely applied mouth highlight this example. Fine
condition.
$250-500

220

220. Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, probably England, 1780-1800. Medium
yellow olive with a light blue “glass gall” hue in the base area, tooled
flared mouth with applied string rim - pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4 inches; (patchy
interior stain, mostly in lower half of bottle).
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 277, #1 This example has
a wonderful exterior surface and early form. Generally fine condition.
$300-600
221. Freeblown Lilypad Compote, four Type III lilypad decorations,
probably New York State, 1830-1850. Shallow cylindrical bowl on a
short stem and tooled solid circular base, rich bluish aquamarine, tooled
outward folded rim - pontil scar, ht. 4 inches, greatest dia. 9 3/4 inches;
(light exterior wear marks).
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 18, #8 A true
221 piece of American artwork where form and color combine to
make an extraordinary item. Purchased at Garth’s Auction
Barn in October 1975. Fine condition. Ex DuPont collection.
$2000-4000

222

222. Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.
Light to medium olive green, applied round collared mouth pontil scar, ht. 6 1/4 inches; (light washable content residue,
just a hint of exterior high point wear).
Similar to KW pg. 47 A beautiful lighter color with a nearly
pristine exterior surface. Fine condition.
$300-600

223

223. Freeblown Pan, shallow dip mold construction, possibly
Aetna Glass Works, Frederick, Maryland, 1791-1825. Shallow
cylindrical pan with a wide rim, medium olive yellow, tooled
flared rim - pontil scar, ht. 1 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 8 1/8
inches, base dia. 4 3/4 inches.
See text on Mck pg. 586 On the base there is an old sticker
from George S. McKearin suggesting that the pan is from
Frederick, Maryland.
$400-800
224. Freeblown Drinking Vessel, possibly a Zanesville
glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1820-1840. Cylindrical flaring
to rim, medium orange amber, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht.
3 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 3 1/4 inches, base dia. 2 1/4 inches.
Similar in form and construction to PG plate 28, #4 A simple
form characteristic of Zanesville glass. Fine condition. 		
$300-600
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224

225

225. Freeblown Handled Mug, possibly a Zanesville glasshouse,
Zanesville, Ohio, 1820-1840. Cylindrical slightly flaring to rim with an
applied solid ear form handle, medium orange amber with a yellow
tone, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 4 /3/4 inches, greatest dia. 3 5/8 inches,
base dia. 3 inches.
Similar in form to PG plate 28, #4 A pleasing early form with no handle
attachment problems. Fine condition.
$350-700

226

226. Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830. Light yellow
olive, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 5/8 inches; (light
exterior high point wear, light washable interior content residue).
Similar in form to KW pg. 47 This example is lighter in color than most
and is loaded with small bubbles. Fine condition.
$200-400
227. Two Freeblown Miniature Sparking Lamps, probably Boston and
Sandwich Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840. Cylindrical
flaring to shoulder with applied handle rings metal wire
handle and cylindrical flaring from drawn circular base to
227 shoulder then sloping to mouth with an applied solid handle,
colorless, tooled mouths - pontil scars, ht. 1 7/8 inches and
2 7/8 inches, greatest dia. 2 1/2 inches and 2 5/8 inches.
Similar forms and construction techniques are noted on Mck
plate 189 Pleasing forms with the smaller example being
most unusual. Fine condition.
$250-500

228

228. Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.
Bright olive yellow, applied round collared mouth - pontil
scar, ht. 5 5/8 inches.
Similar in form to KW pg. 47 Here’s one that has it all,
beautiful color, pleasing smaller size and a complete lack of
wear. Fine condition.
$250-500

229

231

229. Two Freeblown Decanters, Netherlands, 1720-1750.
Bulbous forms with applied bands on neck and upper body,
eight applied pincered ribs, one example has an applied solid
handle, brilliant emerald green, sheared mouths - pontil scars,
ht. 9 1/8 inches and 9 3/8 inches, greatest dia. 5 3/4 inches and
6 1/8 inches; (one has 2 3/8 inch loss of one applied rib, handled
example has 3 inch crack at lower handle attachment).
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 68 Beautiful
early forms with the handled example being especially crude
and bubbly.
$500-1000

230. Freeblown Decanter, Netherlands, 1720-1750. Bulbous
with applied solid handle, bands at top and bottom of neck
and eight pincered ribs, medium to deep amethyst, sheared mouth - pontil
scar, ht. 8 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 6 1/8 inches; (upper neck band and neck
have 5/8 inch chip, 1/4 inch cooling fissure in body under applied rib).
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 68 The work of a master
gaffer is exhibited here. Wonderful form and color.
$500-1000

230

232

231. Freeblown Sugar Bowl, probably America, 1840-1860. Straight
sided bowl with applied stem and foot of one gather, medium to deep
amethyst, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 4 1/4 inches, greatest dia. 4 inches;
(light exterior usage wear).
A simple early form and beautiful color. Fine condition.
$300-600
232. Freeblown Miniature Chestnut Bottle, probably America, 18151830. Flattened globular form, light blue green, applied round collared
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 inches, greatest dia. 3 inches; (a few light exterior
surface scratches).
Similar in form and construction to M/W plate 47, #4 A pleasing early
form with a scattering of small bubbles. Fine condition.
$500-1000
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233

233. Miniature Freeblown Bottle, New England, 1815-1830. Globular,
olive green, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 3 inches, greatest dia.
2 1/8 inches.
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 47, #5 A little gem of a
bottle in fine condition.
$1000-2000

234

234. Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1815-1830. Brilliant
olive yellow, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - pontil scar, ht.
6 1/4 inches; (3/16 inch surface cooling fissure near base).
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 46, #4 A pristine example
with numerous small bubbles and an attractive applied top. Fine
condition.
$200-400
235. Freeblown Hat Whimsey, probably a Stoddard glasshouse,
Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860. Top hat form, bright olive amber,
tooled flared brim - pontil scar, ht. 1 3/8 inches, brim dia. 4 3/4 inches.
Similar in form to LeeII plate 137, top left Attractive form
and glass which is filled with swirls of small bubbles. Fine
235 condition. Ex Dr. Paul S. Andreson collection.
$300-600

236

236. Large Freeblown Case Gin Bottle, Netherlands, 17501770. Square, tapering to base, medium olive green, applied
round collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 12 3/4 inches;
(moderate exterior high point wear).
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 83, #2 A most
impressive bottle in size and form. Rare. Fine condition. 		
$400-800

237

237. Freeblown Hat Whimsey, possibly Lockport Glass
Works, Lockport, New York, 1843-1860. Top hat form,
medium blue green, tooled inward folded flared brim - pontil
scar, ht. 2 inches, brim dia. 3 9/16 inches.
Similar in form to GW plate 15, top left A little gem with
outstanding color and form. Fine condition. Ex Dr. Paul S.
Andreson collection.
$250-500

238

238. Freeblown Vase, probably Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 1840-1860. Bulbous body flaring to rim on
applied solid round foot with knopf stem, grape amethyst
with pulled milkglass loopings, tooled flared rim - ground
pontil scar, ht. 8 inches, greatest dia. 4 inches.
Similar in form and construction to PG pg. 428, #2 A beautiful
color and pleasing form. Fine condition.
$400-800

239

239. Freeblown Hat Whimsey, probably New England,
1830-1860. Cylindrical hat form, medium olive green, stooled
flared brim - pontil scar, ht. 2 inches, brim dia. 4 inches; (light
wear around edge of brim and body, 3/8 inch open surface
bubble on interior base).
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 75, #12 A
crude and bubbly whimsey hat in generally fine condition.
Ex Dr. Paul S. Andreson collection.
$300-600
240. Freeblown Jam Pot, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works,
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1830-1835. Bulbous bowl with
applied solid circular foot, domed cover with button finial and
inward folded rim, colorless, tooled galleried rim - polished
pontil scars, ht. 6 1/4 inches, greatest dia. 4 1/2 inches. “V’
shaped fissure with two 3/8 inch legs at rim of bowl, light
exterior high point wear
B/K #1266 A pleasing early form possibly blown by Charles
Lapham. Generally fine condition.
$200-400
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240

241

241. Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, possibly New England, 1783-1830.
Medium bluish green, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 9 7/8
inches, greatest dia. 6 inches; (exterior high point wear and scratches).
Similar in form and construction to KW fig. 47, #2 A crude bottle with
swirls of impurities winding around the body. Fine condition. $300-600

242

242. Engraved Drinking Vessel, depicting the frigate USS Constitution
flying the American flag, America, 1790-1810. Cylindrical, colorless,
tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 4 1/2 inches, greatest dia. 3 1/2 inches.
Similar items are pictured in McK plate 29 A well rendered engraved
design of Old Ironsides. Fine condition.
$400-800
243. Two Freeblown Creamers, possibly Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 1820-1850. Bulbous form flaring to rim with applied
circular foot and solid handle, flower pot form flaring to rim with applied
solid handle, colorless, tooled flared rims with pour spouts - pontil scars,
ht. 3 3/8 inches and 3 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 2 inches and 2 1/2 inches.
Similar in form and construction to PG plate 40 Two brilliant
243 little gems in fine condition.
$300-600

244

244. Freeblown Open Salt, probably England, 1820-1840.
Bulbous form with applied solid circular foot and interior cup,
brilliant sapphire blue with white milkglass foot and interior
cup, tooled rim - smooth base, pontil scar on cup interior, ht.
2 1/4 inches, greatest dia. 2 7/8 inches.
Similar glassblowing techniques are noted in fig. 43 of PG A
most interesting item in form and glassblowing techniques
used. Fine condition.
$250-500

245

245. Freeblown Compote, probably a New Jersey glasshouse,
1830-1850. Shallow cylindrical bowl with applied solid stem
and foot, bright yellowish amber, outward folded rim ground pontil scar, ht. 4 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 6 7/8 inches;
(light interior usage wear).
Similar construction techniques are noted in P fig. 49 and fig.
207 A well proportioned piece with a pleasing form and
beautiful color. Fine condition.
$1200-2400

246

246. Freeblown Creamer, possibly a South Jersey glasshouse,
1840-1860. Flowerpot form body flaring to rim with applied
solid handle, colorless with applied cobalt blue rim, tooled
flared rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 4 inches, greatest
dia. 2 3/8 inches.
Similar in form and construction to P fig. 182, left A simple
elegant form accentuated by the cobalt rim. Fine condition.
$100-200

247

247. Freeblown Handled Drinking Vessel, a Zanesville
glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1815-1830. Barrel form with a
bulge at midbody, applied solid handle with rigaree, brilliant
yellow with a topaz tone, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 5 1/2
inches, greatest dia. 4 1/8 inches; (4 inch u-shaped crack at
upper handle attachment that runs into the body, 1/4 inch
flat chip on the interior of the rim).
Form similar to TH plate3, #3 Extremely rare, early form
and beautiful color. Ex Anthony Picadio collection. $400-800

248

248. Freeblown Creamer, Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 1840-1860. Flowerpot form flaring to rim and
solid bold ribbed handle with rigaree, cobalt blue, tooled
flared rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 3 5/8 inches,
greatest dia. 2 5/8 inches.
Similar in form and construction to PG plate 40, #2 A stout little creamer
that was built to last. Fine condition.
$400-800
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251

249. Freeblow Beehive Salt Cellar, possibly a South Jersey
glasshouse, 1820-1840. Conical form with tooled solid circular
foot, aquamarine, tooled inward folded rim with two rings pontil scar, ht. 2 1/8 inches, greatest dia. 2 5/8 inches; (light
exterior high point wear).
Similar form and construction methods are noted in P pg.185
Attractive “beehive” form. Fine condition.
$300-600
250. Freeblown Drinking Vessel, possibly a South Jersey
glasshouse, 1820-1840. Straight sided bowl form with solid
button knopf stem and applied solid circular foot, bright teal
blue, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 4 3/8 inches, greatest dia.
2 1/2 inches.
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 12, #3 A
note which accompanies the glass reads “#208 Turq.-blue
small wine glass Bought from Helen McKearin in George
McKearin’s house- From his collection (Hoosick Falls, NY)
$25.00 October 1960.” Ex George S. McKearin collection.
$150-300

250

252

251. Two Miniature Blown Three Mold Items, creamer
and top hat, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, Sandwich,
Massachusetts, 1820-1840. Bulbous form flaring to rim and
top hat form, colorless, tooled flared rim with pour spout
and inward folded brim - pontil scars, ht. 1 1/2 inches and
2 1/8 inches.
GII-12 and GII-16 Both are rare in this size and have pleasing
forms. Fine condition.
$400-800

253

252. Blown Three Mold Creamer, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works,
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840. Bulbous form flaring to rim with
applied solid handle, rich cobalt blue with a colorless handle, tooled
flared rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 4 3/8 inches, greatest dia.
2 7/8 inches; (7/16 inch fissure in handle at lower attachment to body).
GIII-24 Rare with the colorless handle. Eye appealing color and form.
$600-1200

254

253. Blown Three Mold Decanter, Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks,
Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840. Bulbous, medium to deep yellow
olive, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.
GIII-16 A crude example with a somewhat elongated neck and mouth.
Fine condition.
$300-600

255

254. Blown Three Mold Decanter, Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks,
Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840. Bulbous, medium olive amber,
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.
GIII-16 An attractive lighter example with a string of heavy glass
undulating around the interior base area. Fine condition.
$400-800
255. Blown Three Mold Toilet Water Bottle, 20 ribs swirled to the left,
Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 18201840. Bulbous, medium to deep cobalt blue, inward folded mouth with
Tam o’ Shanter stopper - pontil scar, ht. with stopper 6 3/4 inches; (light
interior haze).
GI-3, Type 2 A strong mold impression and a rich color which is deeper
than most. Fine condition.
$200-400
256. Blown Three Mold Celery Vase, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works,
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840. Elongated bulbous bowl flaring
to rim with an applied conical circular foot, colorless, tooled flared rim pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4 inches, greatest dia. 5 inches.
GII-22 This wonderful form must be considered extremely rare. Fine
condition. Ex Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth D. Wakefield collection. $1000-2000
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257

259

257. Blown Three Mold Creamer, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works,
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840. Bulbous form flaring to rim with
drawn circular foot and applied solid handle, medium cobalt blue, tooled
flared rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 4 1/8 inches, greatest dia. 3
inches; (1 3/4 inch annealing fissure in body at upper handle attachment).
GIII-24 A rare and beautiful early tableware item with a strong mold
impression. Sold in The American Heritage Society Auction Of Americana
in November 1970, Sotheby Parke Bernet Inc., New York. Accompanying
note from George McKearin.
$600-1200
258. Two Blown Three Mold Toilet Water Bottles, Boston and Sandwich
Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840. Cylindrical, deep
cobalt blue and rich amethyst with a cobalt tone, tooled flared mouths
with solid “Tam-O-Shanter” stoppers - pontil scars, ht. with stoppers
6 1/2 inches and 6 3/4 inches.
GI-7 Type 2 and similar to GI-7 Type 4 The GI-7 mold differs from
the standard mold as there are no vertical ribs above the two horizontal
bands. Beautiful colors. Fine condition
$200-400

258

260

259. Blown Three Mold Flask, America, 1820-1840. Flattened teardrop
form, colorless, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 9 3/4 inches; (light
exterior high point wear).
GII-7 A seldom seen and impressive flask with great provenance. Fine
condition. Ex Paul Richards collection.
$400-800
260. Blown Three Mold Inkwell, Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks,
Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840. Cylindrical, medium olive amber,
tooled disc mouth - pontil scar, ht. 1 1/2 inches, dia. 2 1/8 inches.
GIII-29 An attractive example with a “see through” color, a bit lighter
than most. Fine condition.
$150-300

261

261. Art Glass Vase, Victor Durand, Vineland Glass Works, Vineland,
New Jersey, 1924-1931. Cylindrical, flaring to shoulder with flared base,
light honey amber with opal pulled feather loopings, tooled flared rim polished pontil scar, ht. 6 5/8 inches, greatest dia. 3 1/2 inches.
A beautiful color with attractive engraved hanging grapes decorations.
Fine condition.
$150-300

262

262. Mold Blown Cologne Bottles, bottle has 12 ribs swirled to the right,
stopper has ten ribs swirled to the right, four piece mold construction,
Emil Larson, Vineland, New Jersey, circa 1930’s. Grecian urn form with
applied solid circular feet, light amethyst, tooled flared mouths with
ground openings - pontil scars, ht. with stopper 10 7/8 inches, greatest dia.
Retains original label on base which reads “Hand Wrought / by
Emil Larson / for J. Harold Wells”. Attractive colors and forms. Fine
condition.
$150-300

263

263. Fancy Cologne Bottle, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works,
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1845-1870. Octagonal corset waisted form,
light to medium amethyst, tooled flared mouth - smooth base, ht. 5 3/4
inches.
B/K #5199 A beautiful and pristine example of this desirable form. Fine
condition.
$300-600

264

264. Fancy Cologne Bottle, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works,
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1845-1870. Octagonal corset waisted form,
medium to deep cobalt blue, tooled flared mouth - smooth base, ht.
5 3/4 inches.
B/K #5199 A better than average example with wonderful shading of
color and numerous small bubbles. Fine condition.
$300-600
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265

265. Fancy Cologne Bottle, America, 1840-1860. Bellows form with
fancy ribbed and floral decorations, aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil
scar, ht. 6 1/4 inches.
Similar to MW plate 108, #7 A brilliant example with a whittled surface
and a strong mold impression. Fine condition.
$200-400

266

266. Bullseye Glass Lantern, New England, 1840-1860. Pentagonal form,
colorless bullseye glass lenses, weathered sheet iron body, ht. 17 inches;
(metal pin connecting handle has been replaced).
Recently found in a house in Stonington, Connecticut. Lenses have two
pontil scars with two being polished. Generally fine condition. 		
$500-1000
267. Lot Of Seven Christmas Lights, probably England, 1860-1890.
Bulbous forms with overall crosshatch patterns, various colors, tooled
and ground mouths - smooth bases, ht. 3 inches to 3 3/4 inches; (four
have grinding related manufacturer’s mouth chips, red example has a
1 5/8 crack at mouth opening).
267 Some scarce and beautiful colors in this group. Generally fine
condition.
$250-500

268

268. Two Freeblown Fluid Lamps With Pressed Glass
Bases, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, Sandwich,
Massachusetts, 1830-1840. Bulbous font with quatrefoil base
and inverted conical font with square stepped base, colorless,
tooled mouths, one having a threaded brass collar - pontil
scars, ht. 7 1/8 inches and 7 5/8 inches; (bulbous example has
manufacturing flakes on base).
Similar in form and construction to B/K #2054 and #2058
Beautiful glass clarity and forms. Conical example is in fine
condition.
$200-400

269

269. Miniature Lantern, tin and glass construction, America, 1840-1860.
Square with tapered vent top, gray weathered surfaces, colorless glass
panes, ht. with hanger 7 inches; (one pane has a 2 inch horizontal crack,
hanging mechanism has imperfections and solder loss).
A most unusual and rare size. Generally fine used condition. $250-500

270

270. Pattern Molded Bottle, 25 ribs swirled to the right, Midwest
America, 1820-1840. Flattened chestnut form, bluish aquamarine, applied
round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 8 7/8 inches; (light exterior high
point wear).
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 94, #9 A scarce form with
an unusual rib count. Fine condition.
$350-700

271

271. Pattern Molded Pocket Flask, 25 ribs swirled to the right, possibly
America, 1820-1840. Flattened coin form, vibrant cobalt blue, tooled
flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 3/8 inches, wdth. 4 5/8 inches; (light
exterior high point wear).
Similar in form to AG plate 113, #3 A visually appealing flask with
attractive shading of color. Fine condition.
$250-500
272. Pattern Molded Creamer, sixteen diamond pattern, possibly early
Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840. Bulbous flaring
to rim with applied solid handle and circular base, colorless with an
applied cobalt blue string rim, tooled flared rim with pour spout - pontil
scar, ht. 4 inches, greatest dia. 2 3/16 inches.
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 52, #7 An elegant form
with the attractive cobalt rim. Fine condition.
$300-600
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273

273. Pattern Molded Compote, Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 1820-1840. Eight rib bowl on heavy baluster stem with
flat shouldered base, colorless, tooled rim - polished pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4
inches, greatest dia. 8 5/8 inches; (1/4 inch chip on rim of bowl).
Similar in form and construction to PG plate 170 A massive, impressive,
and rare piece of pillar mold glassware. Generally fine condition. 		
$300-600

274

274. Pitkin Type Flask, ribbed and swirled to the right, 36 ribs, probably
Pitkin Glass Works, Manchester, Connecticut, 1783-1830. Bright olive
yellow, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4 inches; (light exterior high
point wear, 1/8 inch fissure at mid body).
Similar in form and construction to MW pg. 315, #2 This flask is a real
handful being a bit larger than most. Beautiful color and mold impression.
Generally fine condition.
$400-800
275. Pattern Molded Bowl, eighteen diamond pattern, possibly Stiegel’s
American Flint Glass Manufactory, Manheim, Pennsylvania,
275 1763-1774. Bulbous bowl with applied conical foot with
folded rim, brilliant cobalt blue, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht.
2 1/2 inches, greatest dia. 4 1/2 inches.
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 31, #4 A great
little bowl with a well defined pattern and bright glass. Fine
condition.
$400-800

277

276. Pattern Molded Sugar Bowl, bowl and cover have 18
ribs swirled to the right, Emil Larson, Vineland, New Jersey,
circa 1930’s. Bulbous body with applied solid ten petaled foot,
high domed cover with tooled teardrop finial and outward
flared rim, light amethyst, tooled galleried rim - pontil scar, ht. with cover
8 5/8 inches, greatest dia. 3 7/8 inches.
Retains original paper label on base which reads “Hand Wrought /
by Emil Larson / for J. Harold Wells”. Beautiful color and form. Fine
condition.
$250-500

276

278

277. Pattern Molded Salt Cellar, fourteen diamond pattern, possibly
Stiegel’s American Flint Glass Manufactory, Manheim, Pennsylvania,
1763-1774. Double ogee form bowl with short stem and circular foot
drawn from the same gather, cobalt blue, tooled flared rim - pontil scar,
ht. 2 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 2 1/2 inches.
Similar to TH plate 2, #4 A beautiful piece of early American tableware
with a strong mold impression. Fine condition.
$350-700

279

278. Pattern Molded Bottle, twenty four ribs swirled to the right,
probably a Zanesville glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1820-1840. Globular,
brilliant aquamarine, outward folded mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 3/8 inches,
greatest dia. 5 1/8 inches; (just a hint of exterior high point wear at mid
body).
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 236, #3 Simple and
elegant with tight swirls in the neck. Fine condition.
$300-600

280

279. Pressed Glass Vase, three printie block vase with octagonal
standard and square base, three piece construction with wafer, Boston
and Sandwich Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1840-1860. Bright
medium amethyst, tooled gauffered rim - smooth base, ht. 10 3/8 inches,
rim dia. 5 inches; (manufacturing pinpoint flake on corner of base).
Similar to B/K plate 3036 A beautiful color and pleasing form. Fine
condition.
$600-1200
280. Figural Liquor Bottle, America, 1850-1880. In the form of a standing
duck, milk glass, tooled mouth with ring - pontil scar, ht. 12 5/8 inches.
Similar in form and construction to GW pg. 134, top Similar form to
the “Atterbury” duck. Fine condition.
$200-400
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281

283

281. A Compartmented Wooden Case With Twelve
Freeblown Gin Bottles, probably Netherlands, 1780-1830.
Rectangular wooden box with original hinges and handles,
bottles are shades of olive green, box has black, green and
brown painted surfaces, applied mushroom mouths - pontil
scars, bottle ht. 9 1/2 inches to 10 inches, case dimensions
ht. 11 3/4 inches, wdth. 19 inches, dpth. 14 1/4 inches; (one
bottle has 5/8 inch open surface bubble, another has 7 1/4
inch vertical crack in one corner, box has usage wear and
minor losses).
AG plate 89 Generally fine condition.
$1000-2000
282. Figural Bottle, probably France, circa 1892. Full figure
of Columbus on a monument, milk glass monument with
white metal figure, ground mouth - smooth base, ht. 18 1/4
inches; (mouth has several grinding associated chips, the
largest being 3/8 inch).
Reverse of metal figure is marked “Copyright / 1892 /
MNABCo”. Generally fine condition.
$200-400

282

284

283. Freeblown Art Glass Bowl, Mt. Washington Glass
Company, New Bedford, Massachusetts, circa 1890.
Cylindrical with cut designs, colorless with cranberry
decorations, tooled rim with cut “picket fence” designs smooth base with cut 24 pointed star, ht. 2 11/16 inches,
greatest dia. 8 inches; (light wear on interior of bowl).
Commonly referred to as “Peppermint stick” glass. Fine
condition.
$200-400

285

284. Peachblow Art Glass Vase, Mt. Washington Glass
Company, New Bedford, Massachusetts, 1885-1890. Bulbous
with extended neck and cup form mouth, white milkglass
base shading to pink coral color in the neck and mouth, tooled
flared mouth - polished pontil scar, ht. 8 1/2 inches, greatest
dia. 4 1/2 inches.
Known as “Wild Rose”. Beautiful shading of color and
unusual form. Exotic and modern for 100 years before its
time. Fine condition.
$400-800

286

285. Pair Of Mold Blown Ewers, body has 12 ribs swirled to
the right, four piece mold construction, Emil Larson, Vineland,
New Jersey, circa 1945. Grecian ewer form with applied solid
circular feet and solid strap handles, vibrant cobalt blue bodies
with amber handles and feet, tooled flared inward folded
rims with pour spouts - pontil scars, ht. 7 inches, greatest
dia. 2 7/8 inches.
Unusual color combination and pleasing forms. Fine
condition.
$150-300

287

286. “Established 1846 / Mayer & Lowenstein / Carriage / (Carriage) / Varnishes. / One Coat
Coach.” Labeled Tin Container, America, 1846-1860. Rectangular with rounded corners,
black, red and yellow label, soldered tin mouth with cloth and cork closure - smooth base,
ht. with closure 8 1/2 inches, wdth. 4 7/8 inches, dpth. 2 inches; (minor wear and loss to label,
tin has weathered surfaces).
A rare tin survivor. Generally fine condition.
$200-400
287. “Pat D May 7 78” M. E. Card Target Ball Thrower, Cazenovia, New York, 1878-1879.
Heavy cast iron tripod base, post, arms and sphere’s, metal throwing arm with springs,
remnants of black paint, pegged pine board base is 29 1/4 inches by 10 1/2 inches, overall ht.
20 1/4 inches, lgth. 21 3/4 inches; (light overall surface rust and weathering).
The internal release mechanism and spring are fully functional and intact. One of several
early patents for M.E. Card. Rare. Generally fine condition.
$1200-2400
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. Absentee Auction: The items in this auction will be sold at unreserved absentee auction, opening date Monday, March 9, 2020 at 9:00 AM
Eastern (6:00 AM Pacific) closing date Wednesday, March 18, 2020 at 10:00 PM Eastern (7:00 PM Pacific) in a Timed Closing (see below).
2. Descriptions: Norman C. Heckler & Company has made every attempt to describe correctly the property being sold. Descriptions are guaranteed
to be accurate as regards authenticity, age, condition, and measurements to within one-fourth inch, as represented in this auction. When describing
damage, we may choose not to list exterior wear or manufacturer’s flaws that, in our opinion, do not significantly detract visually or monetarily from
the value of the item. It is recommended that you or a representative examine each item in person before bidding. We are pleased to provide verbal
condition reports for our bidders. The Auctioneers reserve the right to make corrections and provide additional information at any time during the sale.
3. Preview: Items may be viewed by appointment at our offices.
4. Bidding Procedure: Bidding on an item may be done in one of five ways: 1. Internet Bidding, 2. Telephone Bidding, 3. Bidding by Postal Mail
(we urge you to send your mail bids as early as possible), 4. Bidding by Fax (at least 2 days in advance), 5. Bidding by Email (valid only if bid is
confirmed by Norman C. Heckler & Company).
Bidding via the Internet is strongly recommended.
We are pleased to receive bids by telephone so that we can answer any questions and assist you in your bidding. You may telephone us at any
time (weekdays 9 AM - 5 PM) during the auction, prior to the closing of the sale, to check the status of your bids, to find the current bidding level,
to open a bid, or to raise a bid on an auction lot. (These actions are also available as part of our internet bidding system).
Your bid, written, oral or electronic, grants Norman C. Heckler & Company the authority to protect you up to the amount of your stated bid. Your
bid will not be removed once executed.
Norman C. Heckler & Company will not disclose bids pledged by others; only the current bidding level of a lot will be available.
The highest bidder shall prevail. It is the sole right of the auctioneer to settle any dispute between bidders and to regulate the bidding procedure.
The auctioneer reserves the right to refuse any bid believed not to have been made in good faith.
Each lot in the sale has an estimate based on current value as an intended guide to bidding.
MINIMUM BID IS ONE-HALF THE LOW ESTIMATE
Up to $250.00...............increments of $10.00
$1000.00 - $2500.00.........increments of $100.00

Increments are as follows:

$250.00 - $500.00..................increments of $25.00
$500.00 - $1000.00...............increments of $50.00
$2500.00 - $5000.00...........increments of $250.00
$5000.00 - $10000.00...........increments of $500.00
$10,000 & Up..................increments of $1000.00 				

An example - You bid $900.00 on a lot which is the highest bid received to date. The second highest bid is $550.00. The current high bidding
level would be yours at $600.00. Any other bids submitted by others below $900.00 will be advanced automatically in the auction system.
Incoming bids will be accepted on the closing day until 10 PM Eastern (7 PM Pacific). Only online bids will be accepted after 10 PM Eastern
(7 PM Pacific) for auction lots that are still open.
TIMED CLOSING: This auction will close at 10:00 PM Eastern on the last day of the sale; however, if there are successful bids on individual
items within the last 10 minutes (9:50 - 10:00 PM.), then the auction will continue for those individual items. For each item that has received
bids in the last 10 minutes, the closing of the item is extended until there are no further bids for a continuous 10 minute period. Lots that have
no bidding activity in the last 10 minutes will close at 10:00 PM Eastern.
5. Call Back Process: There are no “Call Backs” for this auction.
6. Successful Bidders: Successful bidders will be notified both by email and postal mail. A 17% buyer’s premium will be added to the closing
price to be paid by the buyer as part of the purchase price. Payment is due immediately upon receipt of notification of purchase. No exceptions.
Accepted forms of payment are bank check, personal check, cash, or money order. Bank check or money order will facilitate immediate
processing. If you pay with uncertified funds, Heckler may not ship items until ten business days have passed from the deposit date. If you
see that your check has cleared, you may send front and back copies of the canceled check, and Hecklers will remove the shipping hold. If
you are a Connecticut resident, a 6.35% sales tax will be added to your bill, unless you provide Norman C. Heckler & Company with a tax
exemption permit. Sales tax is also applicable to out of state buyers who pick up their purchases at our location unless you have a tax exempt
number from Connecticut or your state on file with us.
All purchases and transactions must be in U.S. Dollars.
7. Shipping: Purchases will be shipped only after full payment has been received. All items will be shipped via United States Postal Service.
Shipping, handling and insurance are extra. Our shipping charges for most glass items and accessories (excluding foreign shipments) are
$20.00 for the first item, $9.00 for each additional item together with insurance costs ($0.60 per $100.00). Additional charges may apply for
large or unusually shaped items, and/or certain postal zones which USPS attaches a surcharge. Some items may require transport through a
fine arts carrier which can be arranged by the buyer or with Norman C. Heckler & Company. We encourage you to plan for a pickup of your
items at our offices.
8. Refunds: Refunds will be given at the discretion of the Auctioneers. Items purchased must be examined and a request for refund made
immediately upon receipt of the items. The Auctioneers will be the sole judge in consideration of refunds. It is the Auctioneers sincere intention
to consider any reasonable request for a refund pertaining to a major oversight in the description of an object (ie: large epoxy repairs, large
chips, extensive cracks, etc.) and not nuances of color, minute flaws, or normal antique “fair wear and tear”.
9. Administration: If at any time during the auction period an act or circumstance takes place which impedes or affects the normal auction
process, the auction can be postponed or terminated at the auctioneer’s discretion.
10. Terms: Bidding on any item indicates your acceptance of these terms.
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